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INFANTKY TACTICS.

TITLE VI.

EVOLUTIONS OF A BBIGADE.

General principles for the evolutions ofa brigade.

1. The school of the battalion comprehending

the principles and details of all the movements

that ought in any case to be made by a single bat

talion, these principles will now be applied to a

brigade.

2. In this instruction, a brigade consisting of

four battalions will be supposed; but the rules

herein prescribed are equally applicable to two or

three battalions.

Posts of the brigadier-general in line and in col
umn. .

3. In line of battle composed of several bri

gades, the generals of brigade will place them

selves at about seventy paces, in rear of the cen

tres of their brigades.

4. In column, they will hold themselves at

about thirty paces outside of the guides, and

abreast with the centres of their brigades.

1»



8 EVOLUTIONS of a beigade.

5. If a brigade be acting by itself, its brigadier-

general will, when it is in line of battle, take such

position as he may judge necessary ; and if it be in

column, he will hold himself habitually at its head.

6. The brigadier-general will look to the exact

and regular execution of all signals, notifications

or commands coming from the major-general of

the division to which he may belong; accordingly,

he may repair, whenever he may judge his pres

ence necessary, within the extent of his brigade.

7. The general (by which term, in these evolu

tions, will be understood the brigadier-general in

command) will always give orders to his brigade

by word of command.

8. When the general shall wish to cause a move

ment to be executed, he will give the general com

mands relative thereto. Each colonel will always

successively repeat, with the greatest rapidity, on

their reaching him, those general commands, un

less the general has given, or sent to him, an or

der to the contrary.

9. The colonels having repeated the general

commands, as just prescribed, will immediately

command, and cause to be executed, without wait-which, in their battalions, ought to precede tha

execution of the general movement.

10. The general will look to the prompt execu

tion of these preparatory movements in his bri

gade, and rectify any error that may be committed

by the colonels.

General rules for commands.

 

other, the preparatory movements



EVOLUTIONS OF A BRIGADE.

11. The final command, or that which deter

mines the execution of the general movement,

'will always be given by the general.

12. The lieutenant-colonels and majors will re

peat the general commands, whether of caution

or of execution, as often as the wind or the noise of

arms may prevent those commands from being

easily heard from one battalion to another.

13. When, from any cause, a colonel shall not

have heard the general command, he will, on see

ing the battalion next to his own executing a

movement, immediately cause his battalion to ex

ecute the same movement.

14. When a line has to execute a central move

ment, the general will go to the point which he

may select for it, and give or send to each of the

neighboring battalions, the order relative to the

movement which each portion of the line has to

execute, as hereinafter explained.

15. In column, commands will be extended, by

repetition, according to the same principles.

16. When a brigade is formed in two lines, the

second line, in all the manoeuvres, will preserve

its relative position to the first, and conform to

its movements. The chiefs of the battalions of th«

second line are charged with the preservation of

the proper distances. If the movement is to be

executed by only one of the lines, the cautionary

command by the general will be preceded by the

words first line, or, second line.

Position of the brigade battery.

17. In line of battle, the brigade battery, con-
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sisting of eight pieces, four of them rifled, will

be posted one hundred and fifty paces in rear of

the centre of the brigade if it is in one line, and

about thirty paces in rear of the second line if

the brigade is drawn up in two lines.

18. In general, if exposed to the fire of the ene

my, and circumstances do not require that it

should join in the action, the battery can remove

a greater distance to the rear than indicated

above.

19. In all the evolutions, and without orders

to the contrary, the battery will preserve its rel

ative position, and conform to the movements of

the other troops.

Position of the Cavalry of the brigade.

20. The cavalry of the brigade, consisting of

four squadrons,- containing about eight hundred

troopers,* unless employed in a special manner,

will be drawn up about three hundred paces in rear

of the centre, or wings, of the first line, if the

brigade is in one line, and one hundred and fifty

paces in rear of the second, if the brigade is in

two lines. In the evolutions, it will preserve its

relative position.

* It ia not intended, in the amount of artillery and cavalry
hero specified for a brigade, containing about four thousand in
fantry, to fix definitively the proportions which those arms of
service should in all cases bear to each other. These propor
tions depend upon many exigencies, and are continually chang
ing. As a general rule, however, the numbers here assumed
are not far from correct, and will, at all events, serve to illus
trate the manoeuvres of theae different arms In conjunction.
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PART FIRST.

Article I.

To open and to close ranks.

21. The general, wishing to cause ranks to be

opened, will command :

1. Prepare to open ranlct.

22. This having been repeated, the lieutenant-

colonels and senior majors will conform them

selves to what is prescribed in the S. B., No. 28 ;

the colonels will immediately command : To the

rear, open order. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh.

23. At this, briskly repeated, ranks will be

opened in conformity to what is prescribed in the

6*. B. Each battalion will execute the movement

is if it were isolated ; accordingly it need not be

attempted to align the rear rank of one battalion

on that of other battalions.

24. The general will cause ranks to be closed

by the commands prescribed in the S. B.

Aeticle II.

Manual of arms.

25. The manual of arms will never be execu

ted in line.
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Aeticle III.

Loading at will and the firings.

26. In line, only loading at will will be exe

cuted.

27. The general, wishing to cause arms to be

loaded, will command :

), This having been repeated, the general

add:

29. This, immediately repeated, will be exe

cuted as prescribed in the S. B.

30. The general, wishing to cause the fire to

be executed, will command :

1. Fire by battalion (or rank, or wing, or com

pany).

31. This having been repeated, the general

will add :

2. Commencefiring.

32. The fire by battalion will commence with

the odd-numbered battalions. The command

commencefiring, having been repeated by all the

colonels, those of the odd battalions will imme

diately give the commands prescribed in the

8. B., for the execution of this particular fire.

33. The colonels of even-numbered battalions

' 1. Prepare to load.

 

2. Load.
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'will not give their first command nntil they see

some pieces brought back to the shoulder in the

odd battalion to their right ; the colonels of the

odd battalions, in their turn, will observe the

same rule in respect to the even battalion, next

to the left of each, and the fire will thus be con

tinued by alternate battalions.

34. The fire by wing will be executed in each

battalion, as prescribed in the S. B. ; each colonel

having repeated the command commence firing,

will immediately give the commands indicated

for the execution of this fire, without regulating

himself by the next battalion.

35. The fire by company will be executed as

prescribed in the S. B.

36. The fire by file will be executed in the fol

lowing manner ; the general will command :

1. Fire byfile.

37. This having been repeated, each colonel

will add: 1. Battalion; 2. Eeady. The general

will then command :

2. Commencefiring.

38. At this, repeated by the colonels, the fire

by file will commence, and be executed as pre

scribed in the S. B.

39. The general will cause each of the fore

going fires to cease by a very short roll, or bugle

sound, which will be repeated by the drums or

bugles of each battalion the moment it is heard.

As soon as each battalion reloads, its colonel will
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give the signal for the tap on the drum, or note

on the bugle, for the return of the captains

and covering sergeants to their places in line of

battle.

40. The general, wishing to cause the fires to |be executed by the rear rank, will command :

Face by the rear rank.

41. This having been repeated, the colonels

will immediately add : 1. Battalion ; 2. About—

Face.

42. The general will then cause the several

fires to be executed by the commands and means

prescribed above.

43. The general having caused the firing by

. the rear rank to cease, and wishing to bring theline back to its proper front, will command :

Face by the front rank.

44. The colonels, having repeated this com

mand, will each immediately add : 1. Battalion;

2. About—Face.

REMARKS ON FIRINO.

45. In the presence of the enemy, the kind of

fire will be determined by the character of the

ground, and the state of the action.

46. A battalion, having in its front a height,

or other obstacle to its fire, will advance as far

as necessary, in order that its fire may be ef

fectual.
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47. Artillery having in general a greater range

their infantry, should open its fire previous to

the infantry battalions. The battery should pro

tect the infantry while moving forward to at

tack with its fire a position in front ; it should

fire when the infantry advances, and withdraw

when the latter commences the fire. The bat

tery, in general, will not be moved in front of

the troops, and without urgent necessity, it will

not remain exposed to well sustained fire of the

enemy's infantry. If so exposed, its fire will be

rapid, so as to inflict as much loss as possible on

the enemy.

To Best.

48. The general, wishing to give relaxation to

the line, will command :

1. Prepare to re»t.

49. This having been repeated, the general

will continue:

2. Order—Aems.

50. This having been. repeated and executed,

he will add :

3. Inplace, rest (or simply, rest).

51. This will be executed as prescribed in the

S. B.

52. If, after arms are ordered, the general

vol. m.—2
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wishes to cause arms to be stacked, he will com

mand:

Stack arms.

53. This having been repeated, the colonels

will cause the stacks to be formed ; which being

executed, each will immediately cause ranks to

be broken, without regulating himself by any

other colonel, in the manner prescribed in the

S. B.

54. The general, wishing to terminate the re

laxation, will cause a short roll or bugle sound

to be given, which will be repeated by all the

drums or bugles of the line, at the instant it is

heard.

55. The roll or sound having ceased, the colo

nels will each command : Battalion, at which

the men will resume the fixed position of ordered

arms ; if arms be stacked, the colonels will cause

the men to take arms before giving the com

mand Battalion.

56. The general will them command :

Shoulder—Aems.

57. This having been repeated, the line will

shoulder arms.
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PART SECOND.

DIFFERENT MODES OF PASSING FROM

THE OBDEB IN BATTLE TO THE OBDEB

IN COLUMN.

Aeticle I.

To break to the front, to the right or left into
oolumn.

58- The general wishing to cause the line to

break by company or by division, will command :

1. By company (or by division) right (or left)

wheel.59. This having been repeated, the general

will add:

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh.)

60- At this, briskly repeated, the line will

break according to the principles given in the

S. B. If the line is in march it will break as

prescribed in the same school, and by the com

mands prescribed Nos. 58 and 59.

61. In that school it has been prescribed that,

the companies having broken, the guides shall

atand fast at the command front, given by their

captains, although one or more may not bo in

the direction of the preceding guides ; this rule

will be observed from one battalion to another:

thus, the leading guide of one battalion will not

stir after the command front given by his cap
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tain, although he may not be in the direction of

the guides of the preceding battalion ; it is when

the column shall be put in march, that the guides,

who do not cover in file, will insensibly bring

themselves on the direction so that each may

march in the trace of the one next preceding

him.

62- If it is the intention of the general, that

the column formed either from a halt or march,

should continue the march after wheeling, he

will cause the colonels to be notified before the

commencement of the movement, who will give

orders accordingly.

63- The general, wishing to cause the line to

break to the front, to the right, to march toward

the left, will command :

1. Break to the right to march to the left.

64- This having been repeated, the colonel on

the right will cause his battalion to commence

the movement, which will be executed as pre

scribed in the S. B.

65- The following battalions will successively

make the same movement; the colonels will

seize the moment for causing their battalions to

break, and eaoh will be put in march, so that

there may be, between its leading subdivision

and the rearmost one of the preceding battalion,

the distance of a subdivision, and twenty-two

paces.

66- The general will cause the line to break to

the left, to march to the right, according to tha

same principles. »
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67. Whenever the brigade formed in two lines

breaks or ploys into simple column for the pur

pose of marching, the colonels of the second line,

unless ordered to the contrary, will form their

battalions in the order indicated for those of the

first line, and move them by the shortest route

to their respective places in the brigade column,

as soon as able to pass.

Aeticle II.

To break to the rear by the right or left into
column.

68. The general, wishing to cause the line to

break to the rear into column by company, or by

division, will command :

1. By the right (or left) of companies (or divis

ions) to the rear, into column.

69. The colonels, having repeated this com

mand, will immediately add : Battalion, right

(or left)—Face.

70. The general will then command :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

71. At this, briskly repeated, each battalion

will break as prescribed in the 8. B. If the line

is in march, it will break as prescribed in the same

school, and by the commands prescribed No. 68

and following.

2*
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Aeticle III.

To ploythe line into close column, or in mass.

72. The general, wishing to ploy the line into

column by division closed in mass, in rear of the

first division of the first battalion, -will command :

1. Close column hy division. 2. On the first di

vision, first battalion, right infront.

73. These commands having been repeated,

each colonel will add: battalion, right—Pack,

which will be executed by the designated or di

recting battalion, as prescribed in the 8. B., No.

160 and following ; but in the others, all the di

visions will face to the right, and the chief of the

first division, in each of these battalions, will

place himself by the side of his right guide.

74. These dispositions being made, the general

will add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

75. At this, briskly repeated, the colonel of

the first battalion will ploy it in rear of its first

division, as indicated in the 8. B., No. 165 and

following.

76. Each of the other colonels will, in lik«

manner, ploy his battalion from a halt, in rear of

Is right division ; but, pending the execution of

the movement, this division will stand faced to

the flank : the second and third divisions, each

conducted by its chief, will be halted as it sue
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cessively takes its place in the battalion column,

the chief remaining by the side of his right guide';

the fourth will enter in like manner, and when

its head shall be at eight or ten paces from the

right flank of the column, the colonel will com

mand : 1. Battalion, forward ; 2. Guide left, and

3. March (or double quick—March) ; at the mo

ment the right guide of this division is abreast

with the others.

77. At the command march, each battalion

thus formed in mass will put itself in march,

directing itself to the rear toward its point of

entrance into the general column ; its first divis

ion, conducted by the lieutenant-colonel, will

take the shortest line toward that point; the

other divisions will each conform its movement

to that of the first, marching abreast with it, and

preserving exactly the distance of six paces from

one guide to the next ; arrived at twelve or four

teen paces from the general column, the first

division will incline a little to the left, so as to

enter the column perpendicularly, and leave a

distance equal to the front of a division between

its guide and the rear rank of the last division

of the preceding battalion; the other divisions

will direct themselves parallelly to the first, and

enter successively into the general column. The

chiefs of division being up with the left guides

of the column, will each halt in his own person,

see his division file past, and conform himself, in

halting and aligning it, to what is prescribed in

the 8. B., Nos. 167-9.

78. The lieutenant-colonel of each battalion

will detach himself thirty or forty paces in ad
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vanoe, to indicate the point of entrance into the

column for his first division, and as each of his

guides successively arrives, he will assure him on

the direction.

79- The general, or offioer charged with the

execution of his orders, will place himself in

front of the left guide of the directing division,

to superintend the formation of the general col

umn, and to see that the left guides accurately

oover each other. Thu rule is general for all

ployments, whatever the division on which they

may he executed.

80. The line will be ployed in front by the

same commands, substituting the indication left

for right in front.

81. In this case the first battalion will execute

the movement in the manner indicated in the S.

No. 178 and following.

82. The other battalions will each execute the

movement in like manner, conforming itself to

what follows : the first division, which will have

faced to the right with the others, will remain

by the flank whilst the battalion is ploying in

front of it ; the second and third, after having

taken position in the battalion column, will be

halted by their chiefs, who will remain by the

sides of their right guides, and when the head

of the fourth shall be at eight or ten paces from

the right flank of the column, the colonel, ob

serving the order of time indicated No. 76, will

command: 1. Battalion, forward; 2. Guide

right ; 3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

83. At the command march, each battalion,

directing itself diagonally to the front, instead of
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to the rear, will be conducted and established in

the general column, with slight variations, as

prescribed No. 77 ; arrived at twelve or four

teen paces from the flank of that column, the

head of the first division will incline to the right

instead of the left, in order to enter perpendicu

larly, and to take its division distance ; the other

divisions will conform themselves to the move

ment of the first, and the chiefs of the whole

will each conduct his division till its head is

nearly up with the right guides of the general

column ; he will then halt his division, face it to

the front, and align it by the right, its right guide

having faced to the rear in placing himself on

the direction.

84. The lieutenant-colonels will conform them

selves to what is prescribed No. 78.

86. As each battalion takes its position in the

column in front of the directing division, it»

oolonel will command: guides, about—Face.

86. To ploy the line in rear, or in front of the

fourth (or last) division of the fourth battalion,

the general will command :

1. Close column by division. 2. On the fourth

division, fourth battalion, left (or right) in

front. 8. Maeoh (or double quick—Maech).

87. These movements will be executed accord

ing to the principles given in the two preceding

cases, but by inverse means : the fourth (or last)

division of each subordinate battalion, being the

first to take its position in the general column,

it will be conducted by the lieutenant-colonel^
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and the other divisions 'will regulate themselves

by it.

88. If, instead of ploying the line on the first

division, right battalion, or the last division of

the left, as in all the preceding cases, the general

wishes to execute the movement on the first or-

last division of any other battalion, he will com

mand :

1. Close column by division. 2. On thefirst (or

fourth) division (such) battalion, right (or left)

in front. 3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

89. Whether the right or left is to be in front,

the designated or directing battalion will execute

its movements as if it were alone.

90. If the right is to be in front, all the bat

talions in line to the right of the direoting one

will execute the movement as is indicated for

ploying the line to thefront on the loft division,

and the left battalions will execute the move

ment as is indicated for ploying to the rear, on

the right division. If the left of the line is to

be at the head of the column, the right battalions

will conform themselves to what is prescribed

for ploying the line to the rear, on the left divis

ion, and the other battalions to what is pre

scribed for ploying to the front on the right

division.

91. If the directing battalion ploys on its first,

or last division, the battalion contiguous to the

directing division will execute its movement on

this division : accordingly, the last or first divis

ion of the contiguous battalion, instead of re
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maining at a halt, will, at the commencement of

the movement, file into the general column, at

division distance in front or rear of the directing

division.

92. If the linei should he in march, and the

general should wish to ploy, without halting, it

will be executed" according to the principles pre

scribed in the S. B., observing what follows :

As soon as each battalion has finished its ploy-

ment while marching, it will be faced by a flank,

and conducted to its proper position in column.

SUBCASES ON PLOYING A LINE INTO A COLUMN

CLOSED IN MASS.

93. In the several ployments, the general will

take, in preference, as the directing division, that

of the right or left of the battalion, on which the

movement is to be executed.

94. This method of ploying a line into column

unites several advantages: first, it maintains,

pending the execution of the movement, the bat

talions in all their strength, as each forms a sep

arate mass ; second, it occupies the least possible

time, as each battalion moves over the shortest

time to its place in the general column.

PART THIRD.
i

Aeticle 1.

. To march in column at full distance.

95. The general wishing to put the column in
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march, -will indicate to the colonel of the leading

battalion the direction to be taken by the head

most guide, and the colonel will immediately pre

scribe to this guide the means to be employed to

assure the direction of the march, according to

the principles established in the $. £., Nos. 21 6—

18.

96. These dispositions being made, the general

(rill command :

1. Columnforward.

97. The colonels having repeated this com

mand, will immediately add : guide left, if the

right be in front, or guide right, if the left be in.

front.

98. The general will then add :

2. Maboh (or double quick—Maboh).

99. At this, repeated with the greatest rapidity,

the column will put itself in march.

100. The guide of the leading subdivision will

maintain himself on the direction which has been

indicated to him, by the means prescribed in the

S. B., and the following guides will each march

in the trace of the one who immediately precedes

him, without regard to the general direction.

101. The lieutenant-colonel of the leading bat

talion will see that the headmost guide does not

deviate from the directions he ought to pursue,

and the same officer of each following battalion

will also see that his leading guide preserves a

distance equal to the front of his subdivision and
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twenty-two paces, which ought to separate the

battalions.

102. When a column has to prolong its march

on a given line in order to form upon it to the

left (or right) into line of battle, the general will

always cause that line to he marked by one of

tie means prescribed in the S. B., Nos. 228-30.

Aettole II.

Column in route,

103. The column being at a halt, if the general

wish to put it in march in the route step, he will

give the commands prescribed for the march in

the cadenced step, with this difference—the com

mand march will be preceded by that of route

*tep, which will be repeated by the colonels.

104. The column being in march, the general,

in order to cause it to pass from the cadenced to

the route step, and the reverse, will give the com

mands prescribed in the S. G., Nos, 315 and 31V.

105. -All the principles relative to columns in

route having been developed in the schools of

the company and battalion, it only remains to

add here that, when a column of many battalions

encounters a defile, which obliges it to diminish

the front of subdivisions, this movement will

only be made as each battalion successively ar

rives on the ground at which the preceding bat

talion had executed it.

106. Thus, for example, a column formed by

company, encountering a defile which will only

receive the front of a platoon, the colonel of the

vol. nx—3
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leading battalion will at once, or successively,

according to the order of the general, diminish

front by platoon: but the colonel of the next

battalion will not repeat the commands of iha

preceding colonel until his battalion arrives at

the same point, and so on of the others.

107. The chief of the column will take care to

regulate the rate of the march according to the

ground and other circumstances ; he will always

leave with the rear of the column an aide-de-camp

to bring him prompt intelligence in case it find

a difficulty in following.

REMARKS.0-108. If the companies of skirmishers are in

the column, the distances between the battalions

will be estimated from those companies. Each

battalion succeeding the first, will get its distance

by stepping short; on resuming the cadenced

step, these battalions will regain their distance*

by an increased pace.

Aeticle III.

. To change direction in column at full distance.

109. The general, wishing to cause the column

to change direction, will dispatch an aide-de-camp

to the point of change, and give notice of his

purpose to the leading colonel a little before ar

riving at that point.

110. The change of direction will be executed
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according to the principles prescribed in the S.

A, No. 273, and following.

111. Those rules will be observed in columns

in manoeuvre, although marching at the moment

iu the route step. .

Aeticle IV.

To halt the column.

112. The general wishing to halt the column,

will command :

. 1. Column.

U3. This having been repeated, he will add :

■ 2. Halt.

114. This will be repeated with the greatest

rapidity.

115. The column being halted, if the general

wish to form it to the left (or right) into line ofbat

tle, and the guides require to be assured on ths

direction, he will place himself fifteen or twenty

paces in front of the head, facing to the rear

toward the direction which he may wish to give

to the guides, selecting in rear of the column the

second point which determines that direction,

and establishing on it, the leading guide ; he will

then command :

Guides, cover.

U6. At this, repeated by the colonels, the
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lieutenant-colonels and seniormajors will prompt

ly cause the guides who may not be on the di

rection, to cover each other accurately.

117. The subdivision guides being established

on the direction, the colonels, without waiting

for each other, will immediately command : left

(or right)—Deess.

118. At this, briskly repeated by the chiefs of

subdivision, each subdivision will incline to its

guide, and be promptly aligned. If the new di

rection be such that a subdivision find itself

many paces from it, the chief of the subdivision

will cause it to march by the flank. f

EKMARK8.

119. As indicated in the S. B., No. 232, the

subdivisions of a column will not maintain the

full distance.

Aeticle V.To close the column to half distanoe, or in mass.

120. Whether the column be formed by com

pany or by division, the distance between bat

talions, when the subdivisions are at half dis

tance from each other or closed in mass, will be

equal to the front of a subdivision.

1st. To close the column on the leading company.

121 A column by company, at fall distance

and right in front, being in march, when the
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general shall wish to close it to platoon distance,

he will command :

1. To half distance, close column.

122. This having been repeated, the general

- will add:

2. Maech (or double quick—Maeoh).

123. At the command march, the headmost

battalion will close up to platoon distance on its

leading company, as prescribed in the 3. B., No.

295 and following.

124. The other battalions will continue to

march ; when the leading company of the sec

ond battalion is at company distance from the

rearmost company of the first battalion, its cap

tain will halt it and align it by the left ; the

other companies of this battalion will close up

on the leading one, and the following battalions

will conform themselves to what is just pre

scribed for the second.

125. The lieutenant-colonel of the first bat

talion will assure the positions of the guides as

prescribed in the S. B.

126. The lieutenant-colonel of each following

. battalion will go in advance to the point atwhich his leading company ought to be halted,

and he will assure the positions of the guides by

placing himself in rear of each, as the compa

nies are successively closed.

127. If the column, instead of being in march,

be at a halt, the general will cause it to close by

3*
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the same commands. At the word march, the

leading subdivision will stand fast ; all the others

will put themselves in movement, and the bat

talions will close up as just prescribed for a col

umn in march.

128, If the column be marching in double-

quick time, it will close by the commands and

means above indicated, and agreeably to the

principles prescribed in the 8. B.

2d. To close the column on the rearmost company.

129. The column being at a halt, the general,

if he wish to close it to half distance on the

rearmost company, will command:

1. On (such company) fourth battalion, to half

distance, close column.

130. This having been repeated, each colonel

will command: 1. Battalion, about—Face; 2.

Column, forward ; 3. Guide right.

131, At the first command of its colonel, the

battalion will face about: each guide will re

main abreast with the front rank, become the

rear ; the rearmost company of the fourth bat

talion will remain faced to the front.

132- At the third command, the captains of

the fourth battalion will place themselves two

paces outside of their guides ; those of the other

battalions will remain behind the centres of their

companies.

133, The general will then add :
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2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

134. At the command march, the fourth bat

talion will close on its rearmost company as

prescribed in the 8. B., No. 317 and following.

135. The other battalions will close on the

fourth, and when the colonel of the third sees

that the first company of the fourth battalion

has only a few paces left to take, he will com

mand : Captains on theflank of the column. At

this, the captains of the third battalion will

place themselves briskly outside of their guides.

When the eighth company of this battalion is at

the prescribed distance, its captain will halt it,

face it to the front, and align it by the left, its

guide remaining faced to the rear : the other

companies will close upon this company, and

the remaining battalions will each execute what

is just prescribed for the third.

136. Each colonel will face his guides to the

front as soon as all the companies of his battal

ion are aligned.

137- The lieutenant-colonel of the fourth bat

talion 'will assure the position of his guides, as

indicated in tne 8. B., No. 324 ; the lieutenant-

colonels of the other battalions will conform

themselves to what is prescribed No. 126.

138. If the column be in march, it will be

closed by the commands and means above indi

cated, and agreeably to the principles prescribed

in the 8. B.

3d. To close the column on an interior battalion.
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139. The general, wishing to close the column

on the headmost company of an interior battal

ion, say the third, will command :

1. On thefirst company, third battalion, to half

distance, close column.

140. This having been repeated, the colonel of

each battalion in front of the third, will com

mand: 1. Battalion, about—Faob; 2. Column,

forward; 3. Guide right. The general will then

add:

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

141. At the command march, briskly repeated

by all the colonels, the third battalion, and those

in its rear, will close up as prescribed No. 123,

and following, for the execution of the move

ment on the head of the column ; the battalions

in front of the third, will close as indicated No.

134 and following, for the execution of the

movement on the rear of the column ; the eighth

company, second battalion, will close on the di

recting company, leaving the intei^al prescribed

No. 120.

142. If the column be in march, the subdivis

ion on which it is closed will halt at the com

mand march, and the subdivisions in rear wiD

close in the manner prescribed for closing on the

head of the column, and the subdivisions in front,

in the manner prescribed for closing on the rear

of the column.
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REMARKS. «

143. A column by division will close to com

pany distance by the same commands and

means.

144. The column being at full or half distance,

the general will cause it to close in mass by the

same commands, substituting the indication col

umn, close in mass, for that of to half distance,

dose column.

145. A column, left in front, will execute those

several movements according to the same prin

ciples. If the column closes on any subdivision

in rear of the battery, this latter, before' the

movement commences, and upon an intimation

from the general, will leave the column, and fol

lowing the movement upon the flank, will re

sume its place in the column, when the ma

noeuvre is finished. The colonels of the battal

ions next the battery, will be careful to preserve

the necessary interval, prescribed No. 216.

Aeticle VI.

To march in column at half distance, or closed in
« mass.

146. A column at half distance or in mass,

being at a halt, when the general shall wish to

cause it to march, he will give the commands

prescribed above for putting in march a column

at full distance.

147. The means of direction indicated for a

column at full distance will be the same for a

column at half distance or in mass.
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148. A column at half distance or in mass,

being in march, the general will halt it by the

same commands as if it were a column at full

distance?

149. The column at half distance or in mass,

being halted, if the general shall wish to give a

general direction to the guides, he will conform

to the means prescribed for a column at full

distance.

Aeticle VII.

To change direction in column at half distance.

150. A column at half distance, being in

march, and having to change direction, will exe

cute the movement as prescribed for a column at

full distance, with the difference indicated in the

S. B., No. 343. '

Aeticle VIII.

To change direction in column closed in mass.

1st In marching.

151. A column closed in mass, being in march,

and having to change direction^ the general will

cause the point at which the change has to com

mence, to be marked, and just before arriving at

the point will command :

•Change direction to the right (or left).

152. This command having been repeated, th«
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colonel of the first battalion will, on arriving at

the point indicated, cause his battalion to change

direction by the means prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 345, and following.

153. The second battalion, and successively

the others, will change direction at the point

where the first changed, and in the same man

ner.

154. If, during the march of the column, the

general should wish to give a new point of direc

tion, too near the present one to require a for

mal change, it will be done by the means pre

scribed in the S. B., No. 286.

2d. To change direction from a halt.

155. The column being halted, when the gen

eral shall wish to place it in a new direction, with

out any immediate intetition of advancing after

such change, he will eause this movement to be

executed by the flanks of subdivisions according

to the principles prescribed in the S. B.

156. It will be supposed that the column has

the right in front, and that it has to change di

rection to the left: the general, after having

caused two markers to be established on the new

direction for the leading subdivision, will com

mand :

1. Change direction by the right flank.

157. This having been repeated, each colonel .will command: battalion, right—Face. The gen

eral will then add :
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2. March (or double quick—Maeoh).

158. At this, the column will march by the

right flank into the new direction in conformity

with the principles prescribed in the S. B., No.

867 and following.

159- The colonels will see, pending the execu

tion of the movement, that the files do not open

out, that the subdivisions enter in a square with

the new direction, and that the prescribed dis

tance between their battalions be exactly ob

served.

160- The lieutenant-colonel of the leading bat

talion will place himself some paces in front, and

face to the guide of the first subdivision of the

column, in order to assure the direction of the

guides of his battalion ; the lieutenant-colonel of

each of the following battalions will place him

self successively behind its left guides as they ar

rive on the new direction, to assure them in their

positions.

161. A column in mass will change direction to

the right by inverse means, and be conducted by

the left flank into the new direction.

Aetiole IX.

Being in column at half distance, or closed in
mass, to take distances.

1st. lb take distances by the head of the column.

162- A column by company being at half dis

tance and at a halt, when the general shall wish

it to take distances, he will indicate to the lien
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tenant-colonel of the leading battalion the point

of direction in front, and then command :

By the head of column, take wheeling distance.

163- This having been repeated, the first bat

talion will take its distances by the means indi

cated in the S. B., No. 387 and following.

164- Each of the other battalions will take its

distances in like manner; but it will not com

mence its movement till the last subdivision of

the battalion immediately preceding has left, be

sides the space equal to the front of a company,

the distance of twenty-two paces.

165- If the column be in march, it will take

distances according to the principles prescribed

in the S. and Dy the commands above indi

cated.

2d. To take distances on the rear of the column.

166- The column being at half distance, and at

a halt, when the general shall wish it to take dis

tances on the rearmost company, say the eighth

company fourth battalion, he will first determine

the direction of the line of battle, and direct two

markers to be placed on this line as prescribed in

the 8. B., No. 397. The markers being established,

he will cause this line to be prolonged by one of

the means indicated in the S. B., No. 229 and fol

lowing, and as soon as these dispositions are

made, he will command :

1. On the eighth company, fourth battalion, take

wheeling distance.

VOL.DX—I
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167- This having been repeated, the colonels

will each command: 1. Column, forward ; 2.

Guide left.

168. At this, the captains of the fourth battalion

will place themselves on the left flank of the

column ; those of the other battalions will remain

before the centres of their companies.

169. The lieutenant-colonel and the senior ma

jor of the first battalion, will remain in their

places in column ; in the other battalions each

lieutenant-colonel will place himself abreast with

his rearmost company, and the senior majors each

abreast with his first.

170. The general will then add :

2. March (or double quick—Makoh).

171. At this, the whole column, except the

directing company, will step off : the lieutenant-

colonel of the first battalion will take care to di

rect the leading guide a little within the line of

, battle.

172- The fourth battalion will take its distances

as prescribed in the 5. B., No. 398 and following.

173. When the colonel of the third sees that

only one company of the fourth remains to take

its distance, he will command : captains, on the

flank of the column.

174. At this, the captains will place themselves

outside of their guides ; the lieutenant-colonel will

hasten to the point where his rearmost company

ought to be halted, observing to take, between it

and the first company of the fourth battalion, a
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distance equal to the front of a company and

twenty-two paces.

175. When his rearmost company shall arrive

abreast with the lieutenant-colonel, its captain

will halt and align it by the left. The other com

panies of the third will take their distances as

prescribed for those of the fourth battalion.

176. The remaining battalions will successively

execute what has just been prescribed for the

third. The lieutenant-colonel of the first will di

rect the march of its leading guide to the point

where the rearmost company of this battalion

onght to be halted, and then the senior major

will replace him momentarily at the head of the

column.

177. The colonels, lieutenant-colonels, and

senior majors, will conform themselves to what

is prescribed for each in the S. B., Nos. 405-7.

3d. To take distances on the head of the column:

178- When the general shall wish to cause dis

tances to be taken on the head of the column, say

the first company, of the first battalion, he will

direct two markers to be placed on the line of

direction as prescribed in the S. B., No. 408, and

cause this line to be prolonged to the rear by the

means indicated in the S. B., No. 229 and follow

ing, these dispositions being made, he will com

mand :

1. Ori thefirst company, first battalion, take

wheeling distance.
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179. This having heen repeated, each colonel

will command: 1. Battalion, about—Face; 3,

Column, forward; 3. Guide right.

180. At the third command, the captains of

the first battalion will place themselves on the

directing flank of the column; those of the

other battalions will remain behind the centres

of their companies.

181. The lieutenant-colonel of the fourth bat

talion will place himself abreast with his now-

leading company, and the senior major abreast

with its rearmost one ; in the other battalions

the positions of the lieutenant-colonels and se

nior majors will be the reverse.

182. The general will then add :

2. Makoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

183. At this, the whole column, except the di

recting company, which has not faced about,

will step off ; the lieutenant-colonel of the fourth

battalion, placed by the side of the guide of its

now leading company, will take oare to direct

this guide a little within the line of battle.

184. The first battalion will take its distances1

in the manner indicated in the 8. B., No. 409 and

following.

185. When the last company but one of the

first battalion shall have taken its distance, the

colonel of the second will command : Captains,

on the flank of the column; at the same time,

the lieutenant-colonel of this battalion will go

to the point at which the first eompany ought to

be halted.
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186. This company having arrived ahreast

with the lieutenant-colonel, its captain will halt

it, face it about, and align it by the left; the

other companies of this battalion will "take their

distances as prescribed for those of the first bat

talion.

187. Each remaining battalion will conform it

self to what has just been prescribed for the sec

ond. The lieutenant-colonel of the fourth will

direct the march of its leading,guide to the point

at which its now rearmost company ought to

be halted, when he will change place with the

senior major.

188. The field officers will conform themselves

to what is prescribed for each in the S. B., No.

417.

4th. To take distances on an interior battalion.

189. When the general shall wish to cause

distances to be taken on an interior company of

the column, say the first company of the third

battalion, he will establish the direction in the

manner indicated No. 178, and cause it to be

prolonged to the front and rear ; which being

executed, he will command:

1. On thefirst company, third battalion, take

wheeling distance.

190. This having been repeated, the colonel

of the third, and the colonel of the following

battalion, will each command: 1. Battalion,

about—Face; 2. Column, forward; 3. Guide

right. The colonels of the battalions in front of

4*
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the third will each command : 1. Column, for

ward ; 2. Guide left.

191. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maech).

192. The third and fourth battalions will exe

cute their movement in the manner indioated

No. 180 and following, for taking distances on

the head of the column ; the third will conform

itself to what is prescribed, in that case, for the

first battalion.

193. The first and second battalions will exe

cute the movement as prescribed No. 108 and

following, for taking distances on the rear of the

column. At the commencement of the move

ment, the second battalion will put itself in

march with the rest, and its rearmost company

will be halted the moment there is between it

and the first company of the third battalion, a

distance equal to the front of a company, and

twenty-two paces.

194. When distances are taken on an interior

battalion of the column, the headmost or rear

most company of this battalion will be desig

nated as the directing company.

195. A column in mass will take full distances

by the commands and means just indicated.

When it has to take half distances, the general

will substitute in the first command, the indica

tion half for that of wheeling distance.

196. All those movements will be executed

according to the same principles in a column left

in front.
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197. In a column by division, distances will

be taken according to the same principles as in

a column by company.

RBMABKS ON TAKING DISTANCES.

198. When the column takes wheeling dis

tances on any of its subdivisions, or by the head

of the column, the general will first direct the

battery to leave the column, and will then close

the interval which it occupied, by causing the

three battalions which already have subdivision

intervals between them, to close to subdivision

distance upon the one which is isolated ; or he

will close this latter upon the others. He will

then proceed to take wheeling distances, as pre

scribed No. 162 and following.

Aetiole X.

Countermarch.

199. A column, right in front, being at full or

half distance, when the general shall wish to

cause it to execute the countermarch, he will „command :

1. Countermarch.

200. This being repeated -by all the colonels,

each will immediately command: 1. Battalion,

right—Face; 2. By file-left.

201. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).
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202. At this, briskly repeated, all the subdi

visions of the column will execute the counter

march, as prescribed in the 8. B.

203. With the left in front, the countermarch

will be executed according to the same princi

ples.

Countermarch of a column closed in mass.

204. When a column in mass has to execute

the countermarch, the general will command :

1. Countermarch.

205. This being briskly repeated by all the

colonels, each will immediately command: 1.

Battalion, right and left—Face ; 2. By file, left

and right.

206. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

207. At this, briskly repeated, the subdivisions

will put themselves in movement, and the coun-

' termarch will be executed as prescribed in the

8. B., No. 426 and following.

Aeticle XI.

Being in column by company, to form divisions.

208. The column being by company, right in

front, and at a halt, when the general shall wish

divisions to be formed, he will command :

«
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1. Form divisions.

209. This being repeated by the colonels, each

will immediately command : left companies, left

—Face.

210. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

211. At this, briskly repeated, the movement

will be executed as prescribed in the S. B.

212. Each colonel will command : guides—

Posts, as soon as the divisions of his battalion

are formed.

213. If the left be in front, the general will

give the same commands, and the colonels will

conform themselves to what is prescribed in the

-ST. B., No. 455.

214- If the column is in march, divisions will

be formed by the commands and means above

indicated, and in conformity with th» principles

prescribed in the S. B.

remaeks on the position of the eatteey in

the column.

215. In marching in advance in the cadenced

step, the battery of the brigade will take post

directly in rear of its leading battalion. March

ing in retreat, the battery will be posted directly

in advance of its rearmost battalion. The pieces,

in these cases, will in column, be formed four

abreast.

216. Before putting a column, either by divis-
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ion, or company closed in mass, or at half dis

tance, in march, the general, after giving the

command, column, forward, will cause the lead

ing, or three leading hattalions, as the march is

in advance, or retreat, to move forward, the

distance of sixty, or one hundred paces, as the

column may be by division, or company, in order

that the battery may take its position in the

column. The interval thusformed for the battery-

will be one hundred and forty paces.

217- In marching, in the route step, the bat

tery will take post in rear of the column.

POSITION OF THE OAVALRY.

218- When in column, the cavalry will take

such position either in front, flank, or rear, as

the general may direct.

PART FOURTH.

DIFFEBENT MODES OF PASSING FROM

THE ORDER IN COLUMN TO ORDER IN

BATTLE.

Aeticle I.

Mannar of determining the line of battle.

219. The diiferent manners of determining

the line of battle have been explained in the

S. B.
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Aeticle II.

Mode of passing from column at full distance
into line of battle. .

To the left (or right) into line of battle.

220- The column being supposed to have the

right in front, when the general shall wish to

form it to the left into line, he will first assure

the direction of the guides by one of the means

prescribed No. 115, and following ; which being

executed, he will command :

1. Left into line, wheel.

221. This having been repeated by the colo

nels, the right guide of the company at the head

of each battalion will place himself on the di

rection of the left guides, in conformity with

what is prescribed in the S. No. 465 ; the

general will then add : .

2. Maeoh (or double quid—Maech).

222. At this, briskly repeated, the column will

form to the left into line of battle, and the mo

ment it is formed the general will command :

3. Guides—Posts.

223. At this, the guides will take their places

in line of battle.

224. A column, left in front, will form to the
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right into line of battle according to the same

principles.

By inversion, to the right (or left) into line of
battle.

225. If circumstances require that a column,

right in front, should form to the right into line

of battle, the general, without occupying himself

with rectifying the right guides of the column,

will command :

1. By inversion, right into line, wheel.

226. At this, the lieutenant-colonel and the

left guide of every company at the head of a bat

talion, will conform themselves to what is pre

scribed in the S. B., No. 485.

227. The colonels having repeated the above

command, will each immediately give this : bat

talion, guide right ; the lieutenant-colonels and

senior majors will rectify, with the utmost promp

titude, the direction of the right guides of their

respective battalions, without occupying them

selves with the general direction of the column :

and as soon as these dispositions are made, the

general will add :

2. Maech (or double quick—Maeoh).

228. At this, briskly repeated, each battalion

will wheel up into line in conformity to what is

prescribed in the S. B., No. 486.
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229. The lino being formed, the general will

oommand :

3. Gfuidet—Posts.

230. If, with the left in front, it be necessary

to form the column to the left into line of battle,

the movement will be executed according to the

same principles.

, 231. Ifthe general should desire to march for

ward without halting the line formed from the

column on march, it will be executed in accor

dance with the commands and means prescribed

in the A B.

Successive Formations.

232. In the successive formations, the lieu

tenant-colonel of each subordinate battalion will

always precede it on the line of battle, and es

tablish a marker at the point where the right or

left of his leading subdivision is to rest. He will

take care to leave between this marker and the

next battalion already established on the line, the

. interval of twenty-two paces, and then place a

second marker on the line at a little less than

subdivision distance from the first. The moment

the lieutenant-colonel detaches himself, he will

be replaced at the head of his column by the

senior major. ,

233. As soon as the color subdivision of each

battalion arrives on the line of battle, the color-

bearer will step out and place himself opposite

to his file on the alignment of thu guides already

vol. nx—5
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established on that line, taking care to hold up

his lanee perpendicularly between his eyes.

234. As soon as there shall be two colors on

the line of battle, the colonels will command :

guides—Posts, after the last subdivision of their

battalions is established on that line ; but the

color-bearers will remain in front until the en

tire line is formed. The general will then com

mand: colors—Posts.

235. The lieutenant-colonels will assure with

the utmost oare the markers of their respective

battalions on the line of battle, taking the colors

as the basis of alignment as soon as there are

two established on that line, and then assure with

equal precision the direction of the following

guides and color-bearer as they successively come

on the line of battle.

236. Each colonel, after ordering in his guides,

will cause his battalion to order arms.

Aeticle III.

Different modes of passing from column at half
distance into line of battle.

1. To the left (or right)

2. On the right (or left)

8. Forward by deployment

4. Face to the rear

into line of

battle.

Iff, Column at half distance, to the left (or right), i

line of battle.

237. -A. column at half distance having to form
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to the left (or right) into line of battle, the gen

eral will first cause it to take distances on the

subdivision he may choose to designate, by the

means prescribed No. 162 and following ; which

being executed, he will form the column into

line of battle as indicated No. 220 and following.

238. The general, when he judges it necessary,

may order each battalion to form itself into line

of battle as it shall successively have its distances,

without waiting for the battalions engaged in

the execution of this preliminary movement.

239. If the column be in march, and it be ne

cessary to form rapidly into line of battle, the

general will cause it to be executed by the com

mands, and according to the principles prescribed

in the S. B., No. 493 and following.

2d. Column at half distance, on the right (or on the

left), into line of tattle.

240. A column by company, right in front,

being in inarch, when the general shall wish to

form it on the right into line of battle, he will

first determine the direction of that line, and

then indicate to the lieutenant-colonel of the -first

battalion the point where the right is to rest ; this

officer will immediately detach himself with two

markers, and establish them as indicated in the S.

B., No. 601.

241. If the direction of the line of battle be

not parallel, or nearly so, to that of the column,

the general, a little in advance, will take care to

direct the inarch of the leading subdivision par-

allelly to that line, by the means indicated in the
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S. £., No. 525, so that its guide, after turning to

the right, may have at least ten paces to take ii»

order to come upon it.

242. These dispositions being made, when the

general shall wish the movement to commence,

he will command :

On the right, into line. ,

243. This having been repeated by the colonels,

each will add : battalion, guide right.

244. The leading subdivision having arrived

opposite to the marker placed at the point d'ap-

pui will turn to the right, and the formation int*

line of battle will be executed as prescribed .

the S. B., 505 and following.

245. When the lieutenant-colonel of the second

battalion sees the last subdivision of the first turn

to the right, in order to move upon the line, he

will detach himself with two markers, whom he

will establish on the direction of the guides of

the first battalion.

246. The leading subdivision of the second

battalion having arrived opposite to the first

marker, will turn to the right at the command of

its captain, who will halt it three paces from the

line of battle, and align it by the right against the

two markers, placed in advance by the lieutenant-

colonel.

247. The following battalions will execute their

movement as just prescribed for the second.

248. The line being formed, the general will

command :

Colors—Posts.
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249. At this, the color-bearers will return to

their places in line of battle.

250. The general, placed at the point cCappui,

will see that the colors of the two right battal

ions place themselves correctly on the direction

which he may have determined for the line of

battle.

251. The field officers will conform themselves,

pending the formation into line of battle of their

respective battalions, to what has been prescribed

in the 8. B., Nos. 519-20.

252. A column, left in front, will be formed on

the left, into line of battle, according to the same

principles.

253. If the general should wish to commence

firing pending the execution of the movement,

he will give an order to that effect, and the ppv-eral battalions will successively conform them

selves to what is prescribed in the S. No. 528.

This ride is generalfor all successiveformations.

3d. Column at half distance, forward into line of battle.

254. When a column at half distance, right in

front, shall arrive behind the right of the line on

which it has to form line of battle, the general

will first determine the direction of that line,

either at right angles, or oblique with the direc

tion of the column, and then indicate to the lieu

tenant-colonel of the leading battalion the point

at which the right ought to rest; this officer will

immediately detach himself with two markers,

and establish them on the direction indicated, as

explained in the S. £., No. 501.

5*
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255. The head of the column having arrived

at three paces from the line of battle, the general

will halt the column, cause the colonel of the first

to establish his battalion perpendicular to the

line, if not already so, and then command :

1. Forward into line.

256- This having been repeated, the colonel of

the first battalion will command : column, close in

mass; the other colonels will each command: 1.

Battalion, guide right ; 2. Head of column to the

left.

257. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maech).

258. At this, briskly repeated, the first battal

ion will close in mass, and then deploy on its first

subdivision, by the means prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 560 and following.

259. The remaining battalions will march in

column, by battalion, toward the line of battle ;

to this end, the leading subdivision of each will

break from the general column by a wheel to the

left, and then direct itself diagonally forward, so

as to arrive opposite to the point d'appui of its

battalion, but distant from this point at least the

depth of the battalion in column.

260. The head • of each of these battalions,

having arrived opposite its point d'appui, will

turn to the right, in order to advance in a square

with the line of battle, and when it shall be

about three paces from that line, the colonel will
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close his column in mass, and deploy it on its

first subdivision. If it is the wish of the general

that the battalions shall remain in column, after

arriving on the line, he will so direct the colonels.

261. The line being formed, the general will

command : ,

Colors—Posts.

262. If the general should wish to form for

ward, into line without halting, he will cause the

line to he marked in advance, and the movement

will be executed according to the commands and

means prescribed No. 255 and following, and the

principles indicated S. B. Should he wish to con

tinue the march without halting, the line will

not be marked in advance, and the movement

will be executed in conformity with the principles

prescribed in the same school.

REMARKS ON FORMING FORWARD, INTO LINE OF

« BATTLE.

263. The precision of this movement depends

on the diagonal direction taken by the battalions

in passing from the general column toward the

line of battle ; the better to assure this direction,

the general, colonels, and lieutenant-colonels will

observe the following rules.

264. Before beginning the movement, the gen

eral will charge two aids-de-camp to determine

t the points d'appui on the line of battle for the

right flanks of the different battalions, which

. ytW. be executed as follows. .

" 265. The first aid will gallop to battalion dia
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tance, and twenty-two paces from the general,

placed at the point d'appui, and face to him ; the

general will, by signal of the sword, align him

on the point of direction to the left. The seo-ond aid will gallop at the same time to a like dis

tance behind the first, face to the right, and align

himself on the first aid and the general.

266. The two aids being thus established on

the line of battle, the general will canse the

movement to commence ; the second battalion

will direct itself on the first aid, and the third on

the second ; when the lieutenant-colonel of the

second battalion arrives on the line, the first aid

will gallop to battalion distance, and twenty-two

paces behind the second aid, and align himself on

the latter, and the color to the right ; the colonel

of the fourth will immediately direct his battal

ion on this aid. Accordingly, it will be seen that

the two aids will thus in turn place themselves

one behind the other at battalion distance, and

an interval of twenty-two paces, as soon as the •lieutenant-colonel of the battalion, which directs

itself on either, comes to replace him. The aids-

de-camp will be careful to place themselves accu

rately on the line of battle, and at the true dis

tance from each other.

267. From the commencement of the move

ment, the general, or the officer he may substi

tute, will place himself at the point d'appui, as

in the formation on the right, into line of battle,

and for the like purpose. ,

268. Every colonel will hold himself abreast. '>

with his leading company on the directing flank,' ,,.

pending tiie march of his battalion toward
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line of battle ; and when the battalion begins to

form, he will conform himself to what is pre

scribed in the 8. B., No. 590.

269. Each lientenant-colonel will detach him

self, in order to take the place of the aid-de-camp

on the line of battle, when the head of his bat

talion is at about one hundred and forty paces

from that line, and he will then discharge ths

functions, pending the formation of his battalion,

which have been prescribed in the 8. U., No.

520.

270. A column, left in front, arriving behind

the left of the line of battle, will form forward on

that line, according to the same principles and

by inverse means.

4ft. Column at half distance faced to the rear, into lint

of battle.

271. When a column at half distance, right in

front, arrives in front of the right of the line on

which it has to form in order of battle, the gen

eral will first determine the direction of that line,

and indicate to the lieutenant-colonel of the

headmost battalion the point oVappui for its

right ; this officer will immediately detach him

self with two markers, and establish them on the

direction indicated, as explained in the 8. B.,

No. 501.

272. The head of the column having arrived at

about company distance from the markers, the

general will halt the column, and cause the lead

ing subdivision to be marched and dressed against
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the markers, in the manner indicated in the

S. B., No. 532. He will then command :

1. Into line, faced to the rear.

273. This having heen repeated, the colonel of

the first will immediately command : battalion,

right—Face ; the colonels of the following bat

talions will each command : 1. Battalion, guidb

left; 2. Head of the column to the right.

274. The general will then add :

2. March (or double quick,—-Maeoh).

275. This being briskly repeated, the first bat

talion will form into line of battle, faced to the

roar, as prescribed in the S. B., No. 536 and fol

lowing.

276. The remaining battalions will march in

column, by battalion, toward the line of battle ;

to this end, the leading subdivision of each will

break from the general column by a wheel to the

right, and the battalion will then direct itself to

ward the line of battle, as in the formationfor

ward, into line.

277. The head of each of these battalions

having arrived opposite its point d'appui, will

turn to the left, in order to advance in a square

with the line of battle ; and when at about com

pany distance from that line, on which the lieu

tenant-colonel will have established two markers,

as indicated No. 232, the colonel will halt JbiB

battalion, and cause it to form faced to the rear,
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into line of battle, by the means and commands

prescribed in the S. B., No. 531 and following.

278. The line being formed, the general will

command :

3. Colors—Posts.

279. The general, colonels, and lieutenant-

colonels, will conform themselves to what is pre

scribed No. 267 and following.

280. A column, left in front, arriving before

the left of the line of battle, will be formed faced

to the rear, into line of battle, according to the

same principles and by inverse means.

231. If the general should wish to form into

line faced to the rear, without halting, he will

cause the line to be marked in advance, and the

movement will be performed according to the

commands and means prescribed No. 272 and

following, and the principles indicated in the

school of the battalion.

Aeticle IV.

Column closed in mass, forward into line of battle,
or into line faced to the rear.

282. A column closed in mass, will be formed

forward into line, or into line faced to the rear,

by the commands and moans prescribed for a

column at half distance, observing what follows.

If the movement is forward into line, at the first

command by the general, the colonel of the first

battalion will command : On the first (or last)

(subdivision) deploy column ; the other colonels,
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will each command : 1. Guide, right (or left).

2. Battalion, left (or right) wheel.

Aeticle V.

Formations into line of battle, composed of two
movements.

283. Habitually, and especially in the presence

of the enemy, the formations will be made on the

head of the column.

284. When, from peculiar circumstances, it is

found necessary to form a column, which is at

half distance, or closed in mass, right or left in

front, either faced to thefront or rear into line,

on any battalion, other than that at the head of

the column, the formation will be executed by

the union of two movements, as will be ex

plained.

285. In the first case, or faced to the front, the

battalion on which the movement is made, and

those in its rear, will form forward into line of

battle; the other battalions will countermarch,

and formfaced to the rear into line of battle.

28G. In the second case, the column having to

form faced to the rear of the column, the battal

ion on which the movement is made, and those

which follow, will form faced to the rear into

line of battle, the other battalions will counter

march, and formforward into line of battle.

287- These movements will be executed by the

commands and means already explained, observ

ing what follows. The general, before commenc

ing the movement, will cause the battalions in

front of the line to be countermarched.
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Aeticle VI.

Columns cloned in mass.

Deployment by battalion in mats.

288. The brigade column in mass, may be

formed into line of battle by deployment : 1st.

Faced to the front ; 2d. Faced to the rear ; 3d.

Faced to the left ; 4th. Faced to the right ; 5th.

Oblique to the front or rear.

1st, Faced to thefront.

289. The general, wishing to deploy the column

faced to the front, will first determine the direc

tion of the line of battle, and cause it to be marked

by one of the means already indicated, taking

care, if the column be in inarch, to cause a mounted

officer to be placed on that line, at the point whera

the head of the column ought to arrive.

290. If the column be at a halt, the general,

before deploying it, will establish it perpendicu

larly to the line of battle, if it be not already so,

by the means indicated No. 149, or No. 1 55 and

following ; if the column be in maroh, he will di

rect it on the point marked as above, but so that

it may arrive perpendicularly to the line of battle,

and he will halt it at three paces from that line.

291. The column being thus established, the

general will cause it to deploy by battalion in

mass, on whatever battalion he may choose to

designate, say the first. He will place on the line

of battle two markers, the first before the right,

vol. m.—6
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and the second before the left file of the head

most division, and then order a mounted officer

to go beyond the point at which the left battalion

will arrive, and to place himself exactly on the

prolongation of the basis of the alignment.

292- These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will command:

1. By battalion, in mass, in the first battalion,

deploy column.

293. This having been repeated, the colonel of

the first battalion will caution it to stand fast.

The colonel of the second will command : Bat

talion, left—Face. The other colonels will each

command : 1. Guide right. 2. Battalion, left

wheel.

294. The general will then add :

2. March (or double quick—Maeoh).

295. At the command march, briskly repeated^

the movement will commence ; the colonel of the

first will command: right—Deess; at which the

first division will dress up against the markers,

and be aligned by the right. At the same time,

the guides of the other divisions will cover each

other accurately, each following guide taking the

distance of six paces from the guide immediately

preceding ; the senior major will establish them

promptly on the direction, and as soon as they

are assured in their positions, each chief will

align his division by the right. The chief of the

first division, after having commanded front, in-
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stead of placing himself before its centre, will

remain on the right of the front rank, and the

right guide will fall back to the rear rank.

296. The second battalion will inarch straight

forward, and when it arrives opposite its place,

it will be faced by the right flank, and moved on

the line ; the others will march in column by bat

talion, toward the line of battle, directing them

selves as prescribed No. 259.

297- The instant the movement commences,

the senior major of the second battalion will place

himself twenty-two paces from the left flank of

the column, to mark the point at which the bat

talion will face to the right in order to advance

upon the line of battle.

298. The lieutenant-colonel of the second, at

the commencement of the movement, and the

lieutenant-colonels of the other battalions as in

dicated No. 269, will establish two markers on

the line of battle, the right marker of each suc

ceeding battalion, at twenty-two paces from the

left of the preceding battalion.

299. After changing direction, for the purpose

of marching in a square with the line, the right

guide of the first division of each of the battalions,

other than the first, will so direct himself, as to

bring the right file opposite to the first marker,

and when the head of the battalion is at three

paces from the line of battle, the colonel will halt

it, and command : right—Deess. At this com

mand, each battalion will be aligned by the right,

in the manner indicated for the first battalion.

300. The colonels will place themselves oppo

site the centre of the flanks of their battalions
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respectively, and on the side of the present

guides.

SOL The deployment being ended, the general

Trill command:

8. Guides—Posts.

302. At this, the markers, placed before the

masses, will retire.

303. If the general should wish to form faced

to the front into line without halting, he will cause

the line to be marked in advance, and the move

ment will be executed according to the commands

and means prescribed No. 292 and following, and

by the principles indicated in the S. B. Should

he wish to continue the march without halting,

the line will not be marked in advance, and the

movement will be executed in conformity with

the principles prescribed in the same school.

804. If, instead of deploying the column on the

first battalion, the general shall wish to deploy it

on the fourth, he will begin by causing the dis

positions prescribed, No. 289 and following, to be

made, and then order a mounted officer to place

himself on the line of battle a little beyond the

point at which the right battalion will arrive ;

this officer will establish himself exactly on the

prolongation of the markers placed before the

head of the column.

805. The general will then command :

1. By battalion in mass, on thefourth battalion,

deploy columns. 2. March (or double quick—

March).
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306. At the first command, the colonel of the

fourth battalion will caution it to stand fast. The

colonels of the first and second will each com

mand : Battalion, right—Face. The colonel of

the third will command : 1. Guide left. 2. Bat

talion, right wheel.

307. At the command march, the first three

battalions will pnt themselves in movement ; the

first division of the first battalion, conducted by

the lieutenant-colonel, will direct itself a little

within the line of battle and parallelly to that

line; the other battalions will execute their move

ments in conformity with the principles prescribed

No. 296 and following.

308- The colonel of the fourth, seeing his

battalion nearly unmasked, will command: 1.

Columnforward. 2. Guide left. 3. Maeoh (or

double quick—Maeoh).

309. At the command march, which will be

given the moment the battalion is unmasked, the

colonel will conduct it toward the line of battle,

and when at three paces from that line, he will

halt it and align it by the left. The chief of the

first division will then shift to the right as pre

scribed No. 295.

310. When the left file, first division, first bat

talion, is abreast with the marker, which has

been placed by the lieutenant-colonel on the line,

the colonel will command : 1. Battalion. 2. Salt.

3. Front. 4. Left drets ; and the battalion will be

dressed as prescribed No. 295.

311. The movement being ended, the general

will command :

6*
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8. Guides—Posts.

312. Should the general wish to continue the

march without halting, the line will not be

marked in advance, and the movement will be

executed in conformity with the principles pre

scribed in the S. B.

313. According to the same principles, the

deployment may be made on an interior battal

ion of the column. The general, after having

established two markers before the head of the

column, will order two mounted officers to place

themselves respectively a little beyond the points

at which the right and left battalions will

arrive.

314. These different movements will be exe

cuted according to the same principles in a column

with the left in front.

315- In the preceding examples the line of

battle has been established in front of the head

of the column ; the general may also establish it

in front of any interior battalion, and then deploy

the column on this battalion, or on any other that

he may judge proper.

316- It will be supposed that the line of battle

ought to be established in front of the third, and

that it is intended to deploy on this battalion:

the general will cause two markers to be placed

before the first division of the designated battal

ion, and order two mounted officers to place them

selves, respectively, a little beyond the points at

which the right and left battalions will arrive ;

he will then command :
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1. Line of battle on the third battalion.

317- This having been repeated, the first and

•econd battalions, which are in front of the line

of battle, will face by the rear rank; which

being executed, the general will add :

2. By battalion in mass, on the third battalion ;

deploy column. 3. Maeoh (or double quick

318- At the second command, the colonel of

the third will caution his battalion to stand fast.

The colonels of the second and fourth will each

command: Battalion left—Face. The colonel

of the first will command : 1. Guide right. 2.

Battalion, left wheel.

319. At the command march, the deployment

will commence, the colonel of the third will

align his battalion by the left. The other battal

ions will regulate themselves in conformity with

the principles prescribed No. 295 and follow

ing. The markers, placed in the line by the

lieutenant-colonels, to mark the places where

the battalions which have faced by the rear rank

are to cross the line of battle, will be a little

more than a division distance apart, in order that

the battalions can pass.

320- The battalions which have faced by the

rear rank, will cross the line of battle between

the markers, and when the first division of each

battalion has passed the line three paces, the

colonel, who will have remained in front of that

line, will halt the battalion, and face it by the
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front rank ; the two guides of the first division,

and the covering sergeant of its left company,

will place themselves on the line of battle, and

will be assured in their positions by the lieuten

ant-colonel ; which being executed, the colonel

will cause the battalion to be aligned by the

left.

321- The movement ended, the general will

command :

4. Guides—Posts.

322. If, in establishing the line of battle on

the third, the general shall wish to deploy the

column on any other, say the second battalion,

he will command:

1. Line of tattle on the third battalion. 2. By

battalion in mass, on the second battalion, de-

column. 3. Maeoh (or double quick—

boh).

323- This movement will be executed accord

ing to the principles just prescribed, but observ

ing what follows.

324- The markers whom the general will

cause to be established before the third battalion

to serve as the basis of alignment, will be far

enough apart to permit the battalion on which

the deployment is made to pass between them.

325. At the first command the first and second

battalions which are in advance of the line of

battle, will face by the rear rank.

326- At the second command, the oolonel of
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the second will caution his battalion to stand fast.

The colonels of the third and fourth will each

command : Battalion, left—Face. The colonel

of the first will command : 1. Guide right. 2.

Battalion, left wheel.

327- As soon as the second battalion is un

masked, it will march ; cross the line of battle,

and when the first division has passed three paces

beyond, the colonel will halt the battalion, face

it by the front rank, and align it by the left.

328- When the third battalion has gained in

marching by the flank, the twenty-two paces

which ought to separate it from the second, its

colonel will halt it, face it to the front, and es

tablish it on the line of battle.

329- The other battalions will be deployed as

in the preceding examples. >

2d. Faced to the rear.

330- When the general shall wish to deploy

the column faced to the rear, he will cause it to

execute the countermarch, and then deploy it by

the commands and means prescribed for deploy

ing faced to the front.

3d. Faced to the left.

331- A closed column, right in front, having

to deploy by battalion in mass, faced to the left,

will execute the movement in the following man

ner:

332. The general will first determine the lin«

of battle, on the right flank of the column, then
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cause the battery to leave the column, and the

interval between the first and last three battalions

to be closed up. He will then command :

1. Deploy faced to the left. 2. By battalion in

mass, change direction by the right flank.

333. This having been repeated, each colonel

will command: Battalion, right—Face.

334. The general will then add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

335. At this, briskly repeated, each battalion

will execute a change of direction as indicated

in the S. B., No. 365 and following, except that

the chief of the first division of each battalion

will place himself on the right of his division,

after having aligned it.

336. The movement being ended, the general

will command :

4. Guides—Posts.

337. A column, left in front, will be deployed

by battalion in mass, faced to the right, accord

ing to the same principles.

ith. Faced to the right.

338. A closed column, right in front, having

to deploy by battalion in mass, faced to the right,

it will change direction by the left flank, and

then deploy by the means and commands above
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indicated ; but as this movement is much longer

than the preceding one, the general may, when

circumstances require it, deploy the column by

inversion, according to the principles prescribed

for deploying faced to the left, observing what

follows.

339. The general will first determine the line

of battle on the left flank of the column, order

out the battery, and close the intervals, as pre

scribed No. 332, and will then command :

1. Deploy by inversion faced to the right. 2. By

battalion in mass, change direction by the left

flank. 3. Maeoh: (or double quick—Maeoh).

340. This movement will be executed accord

ing to the principles prescribed No. 335.

341. The deployment being ended, the general

will add:

4. Guides—Posts.

342. The battalions being thus placed by in

version, the masses will be deployed into line of

battle in the direct order, when each battalion

will be, in respect to the others, in the inverse,

whilst its own subdivisions are in the direct or

der.

343. A closed column, left in front, will be

deployed by inversion faced to the left, according

to the same principles.

5th. Oblique to the front or rear.

344. If the column is so oblique to the line of
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battle, as to require any considerable movement

of the whole column, in order to establish a per

pendicularity, the general will cause the line to

be marked oblique to the column.

345, The deployments will be executed as pre

scribed No. 292 and following, observing what

follows.

346. The battalions next to the one of forma

tion will be governed in their movements by the

direction of the line of battle.

REMARKS ON THE MOVEMENTS OF THE BATTALIONS

OF THE SECOND LINE.

347. In taking wheeling distance preliminary

to forming to the left or right into line of battle,

in wheeling to the left or right into line, and in

all the formations from column into line, if it is

the intention of the general that the brigade

shall be formed in two lines, he will, previous

ly to the commencement of the movement, direct

the colonels of the battalions constituting the

second line, to move them out of the column,

whence they will be marched to their proper

positions in rear of the first line, under the di

rection of their chiefs.

REMARKS ON THE DISPOSITION OF THE BRIGADE

BATTERT IN FORMATIONS FROM COLUMN INTO

LINE.

348. In the successive formations from column

into line, the brigade battery will generally take
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post on the flank of the brigade, and nearest the

point d'appui of the formation.

349. It will endeavor to bring an oblique fire

on the enemy, and will, if possible, silence the

opposing artillery, before commencing Are on

the infantry masses.

Movements which may be executed by a line of
battalions in masses.

1st The advance in, line.

350. The line being deployed by battalion in

mass, when the general shall wish it to advance,

he will designate the directing battalion (the

third will here be supposed) then place himself

in front of this battalion, verifying the direction

of its guides in respect to their perpendicularity

to the line of battle, rectify the direction, if

necessary, and command :

1. The third the oattalion of direction.

351. At this, the lieutenant-colonel of the

directing battalion will place himself twenty-

five or flirty paces in front of the guides, face to

them, and establish himself correctly on their

prolongation; the general, placing himself in

rear of those guides, will verify the position of

the lieutenant-colonel, rectify it, if necessary,

and then command :

2. Battalions, forward.

vol. nx—%
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352. This having been repeated, the colonel

of the directing battalion will command : guide

left, and the other colonels, guide left (or right),

according as they may find themselves to the

right or left of the directing battalion.

353. At this command, the right general guide

of the directing battalion will place himself six

paces in front of his left guides ; the lieutenant-

colonel will establish him on the perpendicular,

and as soon as assured in that position, he will

take points on the ground in conformity with

what is prescribed in the S. B., No. 651.

354. The chief of the first division of the bat

talion to the left of the directing one will pass

to the left of his division, taking post in the

front rank, and the guide of that flank will fall

back to the rear rank.

355. The lieutenant-colonel of every subordi

nate battalion will indicate to the guide of its

headmost division the direction he ought to fol

low, and this guide will immediately take his

points on the ground.

356. These dispositions being made, the gener

al will add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

357. At this, briskly repeated, the line will

put itself in movement ; the general guide of the

directing battalion will carefully conform himself

to what is prescribed for the color-bearer in the

S. B., No. 659 ; the guide of its headmost divis

ion will march exactly in the trace of the gener

al guide, preserving the original distance of six
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paces from Mm, but without constraining him

self, in this, to minute exactness ; the guides of

the other battalions will direct themselves per

pendicularly to the front.

358. The lieutenant-colonel of each battalion,

being, pending the march, placed by the side of

the guide of his first division, will take care to

maintain between his battalion and that next to

its right or left, on the side of the direction, the

interval of twenty-two paces.

359. The chief of each first division will main

tain himself exactly abreast with its guide on the

opposite flank, and will superintend the march

of the division, according to what is prescribed

in the S. B., No. 667 and following.

360. The other divisions will conform them-

«elves to the rules for the march in column.

361. The colonels will hold themselves on the

flanks of their respective battalions, each on the

side of direction, and superintend the move

ment.

2d. To halt the line, marching in advance, and to

align it.

362. The line being in march, when the gen

eral shall wish to halt it, he will command :

1. Battalions. 2. Halt.

363. The line being halted, if the general wish

to give a general alignment, he will place two

markers before the directing battalion, and then

command :
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1. Guides on the line.

364. At this, the lieutenant-colonel of each

subordinate battalion will place two markers be

fore its head on the alignment of those establish

ed by the general; and the chief of each first

division will pass to the flank of his division on

the side of the direction.

385. As soon as the markers are correctly es

tablished on the line of battle, the colonels, with

out regulating themselves on each other, will

align their battalions by the flank of direction ia

the manner prescribed No. 295.

366. The battalions being aligned, the general

will command :

2. Guides—Posts.

3d. The line marching in advance, to cause it to changedirection.

367, The line being in march, it is supposed

that the general wishes to cause it to change di

rection to the right ; he will go to the point at

which he may wish the right of the new line to

rest, and place two markers, one at the point

d'appui, the other at division distance from th«

first.

368, These dispositions being made, the gen-

«ral will command:

1. Change direction to the right.

369. This having been repeated, the colonel
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of the first battalion will command: 1. Guide

left; 2. Battalion, right wheel; at this com

mand, the chief of the first division will place

himself before the centre of his division.

370. The other colonels will each command:

guide right ; at this command, the chief of each

first division will place himself before its centre.

371. The general will then add:

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

372. At the command march, briskly repeated,

the first battalion will change direction by wheel

ing, according to the principle prescribed in the

S. B., No. 348 and following; its colonel will

cause it to wheel until its front is parallel to

the line of battle ; he will then conduct it for

ward, halt it three paces from this line, and align

it by the right.

373. The other battalions will bo marched to

ward the line of battle, each executing in succes

sion slight changes of direction to the right, so

that, on arriving at twenty paces from that line,

the headmost division may be parallel to it; to

this end, the leading guide, advancing insensibly

the left shoulder, will direct himself circularly

to the right; the other guides will follow his

movement in marching exactly in his trace, and

the divisions will each conform itself to the move

ment of its guide as prescribed No. 154.

374. At the commencement of the movement,

the lieutenant-colonel of the second battalion will

place himself on the line of battle, and immedi

ately establish a marker at twenty-two paces
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from the left flank of the first battalion, and an

other at division distance from the first, and at

the instant of detaching himself, he will be re

placed at the head of the column by its senior

major. I

375. The lieutenant-colonels of the other bat

talions will successively conform themselves to

what has just been prescribed for the lieutenant-

colonel of the second ; each will precede his bat

talion, on the line of battle, by about fifty-five

paces.

376. The movement ended,the general will add :

8. Guides—posts.

377. Changes of direction to the left will be

executed according to the same principles and by

inverse means.

EEMAEK.

378. It is essential that the battalion on whioh

the movement is made should arrive perpendicu

larly to the line of battle ; to this end, and con

formably to the principle established in the S. B.,

No. 852, the colonel of this battalion will cause

the step of the pivot to be shortened, if this should

become necessary ; and if, notwithstanding this

precaution, some of the divisions be not able to

conform themselves exactly to the movement of

the first, they will, on halting the battalion, be

promptly conducted by the flank into the tree

direction before the battalion is aligned.
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iih. To march the line in retreat

379. The line being at halt, when the general

shall wish it to march in retreat, he will com

mand :

Face by the rear rank.

380- This having been repeated, the battalions

will face in the manner indicated in the S. B., No.

1223 and following ; the chief of the fourth (or

last) division of each battalion will place himself

on the left of his division in the rear rank, now

become the front rank, and the chief of each first

division will place himself before its centre.

381. These dispositions being executed, the

general will designate the directing battalion, and

cause the direction to be traced as under the first

head, to advance in line, No. 350, and then com

mand:

1. Battalions, forward.

382- This having been repeated, the colonel of

the directing battalion will command : guide right,

and the other colonels, guide left (or right,) ac

cording as they may find themselves to the left

or right of the directing battalion.

383. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Seaeoh).

384. The line will march in retreat according

to the principles prescribed for marching in ad

vance.
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385- The line in march can be marched in re

treat without halting by the commands and means

indicated No. 380 and following, observing what

follows. The command : Eight about will be

substituted for the command, Face by the rear

rank, and the command : Battalionsforward will

be omitted.

386- The general having halted the line, and

wishing to face it by the front rank, will com

mand :

Face by thefront rank.

387. This having been repeated, each battalion

will face by the front rank ; which being executed,

the chief of the first division will retake his place

in line, and the chief of the fourth his in column.

6th. To change direction of the line marching in

retreat

388. The line marching in retreat will change

direction by the same means and commands as if

it were advancing, observing what follows.

389- It is supposed that the general wishes to

change direction to the left ; he will place two

markers on the new direction, the first at the

point d'appui, and the second at such distance

from the first that the battalion may easily pass

between them.

390- The first battalion will be conducted to

and established on the new direction as indicated

Nos. 868 and 372 ; but it will cross the line of

battle: and when the first division has passed
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three paces beyond, the colonel will halt the bat

talion, and face it by the front rank.

391- As soon as the battalion faces, the guides

of the first division will place themselves on the

line of battle, and be assured in their positions by

the lieutenant-colonel; which being done, the

colonel will align the battalion by the right.

392- The other colonels will each direct his

battalion so that it may arrive when at twenty

paces, parallelly to the line of battle ; he will then

cause it to pass that line, between the two mark

ers placed in advance by the lieutenant-colonel

in the manner indicated No. 389. When the

first division has passed three paces beyond the

line, the battalion will be halted, faced by the

front rank, and aligned as prescribed for the first.

393. A line of battalion masses, left in front,

will march and change direction, advancing and

retreating, according to the same principles and

inverse means; the fourth or last division of each

mass will conform itself to what is prescribed for

the first, and reciprocally.

tth. To break the line formed by battalion in mass, into

column.

394- The line being at a halt, when the gen

eral shall wish to break it to the right into column

by battalion, he will command :

1. By battalion, right in front, into column.

395. This having been repeated, the lieutenant-

colonel of each battalion will place a marker
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before the left guide of its first division, and a

second at division distance from the first in a di

rection perpendicular to the line of battle.

396- At the same time, each colonel will com

mand: 1. Change direction by the leftJlanlc ; 2.

Battalion, left—Face.

397. These dispositions being made, the gen- .

»ral will add :

2. MARon (or double quick—Maech).

398. At this, each battalion will change direc

tion by the means indicated in the S. B.

1th. To ploy the line of masses into column.

399. When a line of battalions in mass has to

be ployed into column, as the battalions, by rea

son of their depth, and the smallness of the inter

vals between them, cannot be directed diagonally

toward the points at which they ought respective

ly to enter the column, the movement will be

executed in the following manner :

400- It will be supposed that the line ought to

be ployed on the third battalion, right in front ;

the general will place himself in front of this bat

talion; and after assuring himself that the guides

are correctly placed, he will command :

1. By battalion in mass, on the third battalion,

right in front, into column. 2. Maeoh (or

double quick—Maeoh).

401. At the first command, each colonel who
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finds himself to the right of the directing battal

ion, will command: 1. Column, forward. 2.

Guide left.

402. The colonel to the left of the directing

battalion, will give the same commands after

causing his battalion to face abont.

403. At the command march, the movement

will commence: the first and second battalions

will march to the front, and when the last divis

ion of the second battalion shall have passed di

vision distance, beyond the first division of the

third, the colonel will cause his battalion to face

to the left, in marching, in order to take its place

in column ; when the left guides arrive on the

direction of those of the third, the colonel of the

second will halt it, and cause it to face to the

front.

404- At the moment of halting, the left guides,

facing to the rear, will place themselves on the

prolongation of those of the third battalion ; and

the lieutenant-colonel, placed in their rear, will

assure them on the direction ; which being done,

the colonel will cause his battalion to be aligned

by the left, and then order the guides to face

about.

405- The colonel of the first battalion will

conform himself to what has just been prescribed

for the colonel of the second, as his last division

has passed division distance beyond the front

rank, first division, of the battalion which en

tered the column next before his own.

406. The fourth battalion will enter the col

umn, in like manner; the colonel of the fourth

will cause it to face to the left in marching, when
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its first division has passed division distance be

yond the rear rank, last division, of the third bat

talion, and he will halt his battalion when its

left guides are on the direction of those of the

third.

407. At the moment of halting, the guides of

the fourth will promptly place themselves on the

prolongation of those of the third battalion, and

the lieutenant-colonel will assure them on that

direction; which being done, the colonel will

cause his battalion to be aligned by the left.

408. A line of masses will be ployed into col

umn, left in front, according to the same princi

ples and by inverse means.

409. If the line of battalions in mass are in

march, the column can be formed either in rear

of the first, or last battalion of the line, without

halting, by the commands and means prescribed

No. 399 and following ; and by the principles

indicated No. 199 and following, S. B., observ

ing what follows. The battalions to the right or

left of the one of formation, will face by the left

or right flank, instead of facing about, and each

will take its place in column, as soon as able to

pass.

BEMABKS ON FORMING A COLUMN CLOSED IN MASS,

FROM A LINE OF BATTALIONS IN MASS.

410- If it is found expedient to give a greater

concentration to the troops, the general may form

the whole column closed in mass, with a distance

of but six paces between the division guides.
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th. To take deploying intervals from a line formcofby

battalions in mass.

411. The line being at a halt, when the general

hall wish to take deploying intervals by battal

ion in mass, on any battalion, say the third, he

(rill cause two markers to be placed in front of

that battalion, a little less than division distance

apart, and three paces in front of the line ; he

will then canse the line to be prolonged, to the

right and left, by the means prescribed No. 291.

412. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will command:

1 . By battalion in mass, on the third battalion,

take deploying intervals. 2. Maeoh (or doubU

quick—Maeoh).

413. At the first command, the colonel of the

third will caution his battalion to stand fast ; the

colonels of the first two battalions, will com

mand: 1. Bight face; 2. Battalion forward,

guide left. The colonel of the fourth, will com

mand : 1. Leftface; 2. Battalionforward, guide

right.

414. At the command march, briskly repeated,

the colonel of the third will establish his battal

ion on the markers in front, dressing it to the

left, in the manner prescribed No. 295 ; the first,

second, and fourth battalions will* put themselves

in march by the flanks, and when each of the

battalions on the right of the directing one,

separates itself from the battalion on its left, a

distance equal to twenty-two paces and the front

vol. nx—8
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ofthree divisions, its colonel will halt it, face it

to the front, and dress it to the left upon the

markers, which have been established by the lieu

tenant-colonel.

415. The colonel of the fourth, when he has

separated his battalion a like distance from the

third, will halt it, face it to the front, and dress

it to the right upon the markers, as indicated

above.

416. The lieutenant-colonels of the battalions,

other than the third, will each establish for his

battalion, two markers on the line of battle, in

the manner indicated No. 269.

417. The movement being ended, the general

will command :

3. Guides—Posts.

418. If, however, it should be the wish of the

general to establish the battalions in mass, at de

ploying intervals, on a line of battle in front of

the present one, either parallel or oblique to it,

he will establish two markers to indicate where

the battalion of direction, say the third, shall

rest, and cause the line of battle to be marked,

as prescribed No. 291.

420. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will then command :

1. By battalion in mass, forward, on the third

battalion, lake deploying intervals. 2. Maeoh,

(or double quick—Maeoh.)

421. At the first command, the colonels of the
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different battalions, seeing the position of the

markers of the directing battalion, will give such

^cautionary commands as shall be necessary, in

order to direct their battalions toward their po

sitions on the new line of battle.

422- At the command march, briskly repeated,

the battalions will be put in march, and, conduct

ed by their colonels, will be established in their

proper posts on the new line of battle.

423. The lieutenant-colonels, as prescribed No.

269, will each precede his battalion upon the new

line of battle, and establish markers to indicate

where the head of his battalion .shall rest.

424. The movement being ended, the general

will command :

3. Guides—Posts.

KKMARKB ON THE DISPOSITIONS OF THE COMPANIES OF

SKIRMISHEBS IN A LINE OF BATTALIONS IN MASS.

0-425. Whenever the battalions are formed by

mass into line of battle, with an interval of twen

ty-two paces between them, the platoon columns

of skirmishers of each battalion will take a po

sition closed in mass in rear of its last division ;

the first platoon column, in rear of the outer pla

toon of the right company, and the second platoon

column in rear of the outer platoon of the left

company. In marching in advance, or retreat,

or in changing direction, they will retain this po

sition. On the formation of column, or when

deploying intervals are taken, the skirmishers

will resume their proper places, as prescribed in

the S. B.
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REMARKS ON INVERSIONS.

426- The principles prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 642 and following, for breaking or ploying

into column a single battalion, formed in line of

battle by inversion, are applicable to a brigade,

when formed in line by inversion in the manner

indicated No. 226 and following ; but when the

battalions are placed, in respect to each other, in

the inverse order, whilst their subdivisions are in

the direct order, as indicated No. 842, other

means, to be immediately prescribed, will be em

ployed for breaking or ploying the line into col

umn if it be desired to replace the battalions in

the direct order. The principles prescribed in

the S. Nos. 639-41 are also applicable to a

brigade.

427. It will be supposed that the general, in

causing the line to break, wishes to march it to

the left ; he will order each colonel to cause his

battalion to break to the right in order to march

toward the left (in column at full distance) as if

it were isolated ; and as soon as the battalions

break he will put them in march all at the same

time : in this way the column will find itself unit

ed and formed in the direct order as soon as the

last subdivision of each battalion has turned into

the new direction.

428. If, instead of breaking the line (into col

umn at full distance), the general shall wish to

ploy it into column, say on the third battalion^ so

that the first battalion may be in front, he will

order the colonel of the third to ploy it into col

umn, right in front, on its second division 5 at the
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Mffle time he will order the other colonels to

ploy their respective battalions, right in front,

on the division nearest to the directing battalion,

and then cause the masses to enter the column

as follows: the first and second battalions in

front, and the fourth in rear of the directing bat

talion.

429- If in breaking the line, it be desired to

march toward the right, or if, in ploying it, it be

desired to place the fourth battalion in front, the

movement will be executed according to the same

principles and by inverse means.

PAET FIFTH.

Article I.

To advance in line of battle deployed.

430. The general, wishing to cause the line to

advance in this order, will choose as the directing

battalion, say the third, the one which he may

deem most favorably placed for the purpose ; ha

will approach this battalion and command :

1 . Hie third, the battalion of direction.

431. This having been repeated, the colonel

md lieutenant-colonel of every battalion will

>lace themselves in rear and in front of the color-

tie of their respective battalions, as prescribed

a the S. B., Nos. 648-9.

432. The colonel of the directing battalion,

8*
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having assured his lieutenant-colonel on the per-

ndicular, will promptly establish two markers

hind his battalion, as prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 650.

433. The general will verify the direction of

these markers, rectify it if necessary, and charge

an officer to superintend, pending the march, the

successive replacing of them.

434. The general will then command :

2. Battalionsforward.

435. This command having been repeated, the

eolor-rank of every battalion will advance six

paces, and its two general guides will place them

selves out abreast with this rank ; the senior ma

jor will place himself at six or eight paces from

the flank of the color-rank, and on the side op

posite to the directing battalion.

436. The general need not occupy himself with

the general alignment of the color-ranks and gen

eral guides of the different battalions ; it will suf

fice if those of each battalion conform themselves

to what has just been prescribed.

437- These dispositions having been made, the

general will add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

438- At this, repeated with the greatest rapid

ity, the line will step off witli life ; each battalion

will observe with the utmost care the principles

prescribed in the S. B. for marching in line of

battle.
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439- Each colonel and lieutenant-colonel will

conform himself, for the maintenance of the di

rection and alignment, to the principles prescribed

in the S. B.

The directingbattalion being regarded as

e by all the others, and having thus the

greatest influence on them, its march will be

superintended with the utmost care ; consequent

ly, the general or the officer deputed by him,

placed in front of this battalion, will labor to

maintain its centre steadily on the perpendicular ;

to this end, he will frequently place himself from

thirty to forty paces in front of the color-bearer,

face to the rear, and align himself correctly on the

markers established behind the battalion ; he will

rectify, if necessary, the direction of the centre

corporal, as well as that of the color-bearer.

441- If the line of direction of this battalion be

badly chosen, and this may often happen, as it is

very difficult to determine the perpendicular with

precision, the general and the colonel of this bat

talion will perceive it at the end of a few paces

by the crowdings in one wing, and the openings

of files in the other.

442. If, for example, the line of direction, in

stead of being perpendicular to the primitive line

of battle, be taken to the right of the perpendicu

lar, the directing battalion will soon be in an

oblique position to both of those lines ; the interval

to its right will be more and more diminished,

and that to the left increased in the same propor

tion, which will force all the subordinate bat

talions to oblique to the right to regain their in

tervals ; the general, by placing himself on either
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flank of the directing battalion, will perceive that

the battalions to its right are in advance, and

those to its left in the rear, in respect to the fals«

direction of that battalion.

443- Promptly to remedy this fault, the gen

eral will order the senior major of the directing

battalion to place himself thirty or forty paces

before its centre, and to face to the rear ; he will

himself go at the same time to a like distance

behind its rear, and place, by signal of the sword,

the senior major on the direction he may choose

to give; the colonel of this battalion will imme

diately caution the centre corporal and the color-

bearer to conform themselves to this new direc

tion, and the officer superintending the markers

in the rear will immediately establish them on

that direction.

444. If, at the end of a few paces, the general

perceive that the new direction is not exact, he

will promptly give another; bat with a good coup

Wait, and the habit of directing lines, he will

rarely find it necessary to change the direction

more than once.

445. Each subordinate battalion will maintain

its interval on the side of the directing bat

talion.

446- The preservation of intervals between

battalions being the most essential point in the

march in line, the colonels will give to it the ut

most attention.

447- A battalion can only lose its interval,

from another, by the false direction pursued by

its dolor-bearer. The colonel may early perceive

this by the indications noticed Nos. iil-2, and
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as a remedy, he will apply the means indicated in

the 8. £., No. 670 and following.

448- The interval may be momentarily dimin

ished by openings between files ; in this case, it

will suffice to cause the files to close insensibly

(upon the centre of their battalion.

449. The general being further in Tear of the

line than the colonels, may see at once several

battalions ; hence it will be easy for him to per

ceive whence the loss of intervals, and he will

give prompt notice thereof to the colonels.

450- When the loss of interval is but slight,

and the battalion does not slant in respect to

the perpendicular, the colonel may confine him

self to cautioning the color-bearer to incline in

sensibly to the right or left, without taking the

oblique step ; by this means the interval may

be re-established without inconvenience. As to

the general alignment, the following rules will be

observed.

451- A scrupulous attention need not be given

to the maintenance of the colors and general

guides ofthe several battalions exactly abreast with

each other ; consequently, the senior major of each

battalion placed on the flank of his color-rank on

the side opposite to the direction, will not cause

the color-bearer to shorten or lengthen the step,

but when this may be evidently necessary to the

preservation of a certain degree of general har

mony.

452- The two general guides of each battalion

will conform themselves steadily to the direction

of the color-rank of the same battalion, and hold

themselves abreast with this rank, without defer
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enco to the colors and general guides of the other

battalions.

453. Nothing contributes more to fatigue sol

diers, and to derange the interior order of bat

talions, than frequent variations of step ; the three

corporals placed in the centre of each battalion

will observe steadily the length and cadence of

the pace, without endeavoring to maintain them

selves exactly at the distance of six paces from

the color-rank ; consequently, they will not vary

in either of those particulars except on a caution,

to that effect, from their colonel or lieutenant-

colonel.

454. To carry through the same principle, col

onels will not scrupulously endeavor to maintain

their battalions abreast with each other ; conse

quently, they will not cause the step to be length

ened or shortened, the time to be marked or

quickened, except when one or the other shall

evidently be necessary in order to preserve, a cer

tain degree of harmony in the line ; if it happen

that a battalion find itself a pace or two in ad

vance or in rear of the neighboring battalions,

this slight irregularity may soon correct itself

without particular orders or interference.

455. Colonels will carefully look to the direc

tion and interior order of their respective bat

talions, and the lieutenant-colonels to the align

ment.

456- The general will occupy himself more

particularly with the directing battalion, but hi»

attention will at the same time be given to th»

whole line.
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GKNERAL REMARKS ON THE MAHOII IN LINE Of

BATTLE.

457- The inarch in line of battle cannot be ef

fected with the necessary order and harmony of

parts, if the several battalions have not been pre

viously and individually exercised according to

the same principles or in the S. B.

458. Although uniformity of step be the first

element in the march in line of battle, the move

ment will be imperfect if the color-bearer be not

accustomed to prolong, without variation, a given

direction, and if the colonels have not the habit

of conducting their battalions with address and

intelligence.

459. It is by the uniformity of step that the

different battalions can alone maintain them

selves, without effort, abreast, or nearly so, with

each other, pending the march.

460. By exercising frequently, in advance, the

sergeants as color-bearers, in prolonging a given

direction, colonels may best prevent the loss of

intervals in marching in line.

461. Finally, it is in forming the coup (Pmil,

by a persevering exercise, that generals and col

onels can alone acquire accuracy and facility in

judging the line of direction, and of conducting

battalions on every sort of ground with the ad

dress and intelligence necessary to prevent faults,

or promptly to correct them.

462. The general may choose, as the directing

battalion, either in the line that he may judge

the best posted for the particular march, yet,

other considerations being equal, he ought to

give the preference to a central battalion.
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Aeticle II.

To halt the line, and to align it.

463. The line being in march, and the general

wishing to halt it, he will command :

1. Battalions.

464. This having been repeated, the general

will add:

2. Halt.

465. This having been repeated with the ut

most rapidity, the line will halt. The color-rank

and general guides of each battalion, will halt,

but remain in front of the line.

466. The line being halted, and the general

wishing to give it a general alignment, he will

place himself some paces on the right of the di

recting color, in order the better to see the whohs

line, and thence to determine the new direction.

467. He will next order the color-bearer and

the left general guide of this battalion to face to

him, when he will place them on the direction

he shall have chosen ; the right general guide will

face to the left, and align himself on the color-

bearer and the left general guide of the same bat

talion ; the lieutenant-colonel will assure him on

this direction, and the two corporals of the color-

rank will fall back into their places in the line

of battle.

468. The basis of alignment being thus as

sured, the general will command :
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■

1. Colors and general guides on the line.

469. This having heen repeated, the color-

bearers and general guides of all the battalions

will face to the color of the directing battalion :

those of the next battalion to the right and left,

respectively, will align themselves correctly on

the color and general guides of that battalion ;

those of the other battalion will align themselves

on the colors ; the lieutenant-colonel and senior

major of each battalion, will promptly assure the

color-bearer and general guides of their battal

ions on the new direction : all the bearers will

carry their colors perpendicularly between their

eyes, and the corporals of their rank will fall

back into their places in line.

470. These arrangements being made, the gen

eral will add :

2. Guides on the line.

471. This having been repeated, it will be exe

cuted in conformity with what is prescribed in

the 8. B., No. 706 and following ; and as soon as

the guides are assured on the line, each colonel

will cause his battalion to be aligned upon its

centre without regulating itself on the other bat

talions.

472. All the battalions being aligned, the gen

eral will command :

3. Colors and guides—Posts.

473. If the new direction should throw one or

vol. ra.—9
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more battalions back from the position occupied

at halting, each colonel of these battalions, as

soon as he perceives the necessity by the direc

tion of the colors, will face his battalion about,

march it to the rear, and then face it about when

it has passed the new direction.

Aeticle in.

Change of direction marching in line of battle.

474. A deployed line, marching in the order

in battle, when the general shall wish to cause it

to change direction, so as to throw forward a

wing, the movement will be executed as follows.

475- If the left wing be the one intended to

be thrown forward, the general will go to the

right battalion, and place before it, on the new

direction he may wish to give to the line of bat

tle, two markers, distant from each other fifty or

sixty paces, the first marker at the point d'appui

for the right of the line ; the markers being es

tablished, he will cause the line to be prolonged

by mounted officers.

476. These dispositions made, the general will

command :

1. Change direction to the right. 2. March (or

double quick—Maeoh).

477. At the command march, briskly repeated,

the movement will commence: each battalion

will change direction according to the principle*

prescribed in the S. B., No. 718 and following:
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the right battalion will wheel until it is parallel

to the new line of battle ; its colonetwill then

direct it forward, halt it four paces within the

markers, and command: 1. Color and general

guides—On the Line. «

478. The color-bearer and general guides will

face to the general placed on the right of the

line, who will then establish them on the new

direction ; which being executed, the colonel will

add : 2. Guides—On the Line. 3. On the cen

tre—Deess.

479. As each battalion has sufficiently disen

gaged itself by wheeling, its colonel will add :

Forward—Maech ; at this, the battalion will re

sume the direct march.

480. The colonel of the second battalion will

so direct it as to cause it to arrive parallelly to

the new line ; and to this end, he will cause it

to execute successively slight changes of direc

tion in proportion as it advances toward the

line.

481. Its lieutenant-colonel will, in advance,

place himself on the line, and establish upon it

two markers, as indicated No. 475.

482. The colonel of the second having halted

his battalion at four paces from the new line,

will command: 1. Color and general guides—Oil

the Line.

483. At this, the color-bearer and two general

guides of the second battalion will face to the

right, and promptly place themselves on the lime

of battle. The senior-major, from the rear of

the left general guide, will align them correctly

on those of the first battalion ; which being exe
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cuted, the colonel will add : 2. Guides—On the

Line; 3. On the centre—Deess.

484. Each of the remaining battalions will

conform itself to what is just prescribed for the

second.

485. The lieutenant-colonel of each battalion

will precede it on the line, by about one hundred

paces, and conform himself to what is prescribed

for the lieutenant-colonel of the second.

486. The general, or the officer whom he may

substitute, placed on the right of the line, will

take care that the colors of the first two battal

ions are correctly assured on the new direction :

and when the last battalion is established on the

line, he will command :

3. Colors—Posts.

487. Changes of direction to the left, in order

to throw forward the right wing, will be exe

cuted according to the same principles and by

inverse means.

REMARKS ON CHANGES OF DIRECTION MARCHING

IN LINE OF BATTLE.

488. The means prescribed for changing the

direction of a line marching in the order in bat

tle, whether to throw forward, or to refus9 one

of its wings, give the facility of establishing a

line on any direction that may be deemed best,

without breaking the battalions into subdivis

ions.

489. The battalions marching in echelons, are
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reciprocally protected : and if, before the end

of the movement, it should become necessary

to re-form the line, the battalions not yet on

the new direction, say the third and fourth,

inclusive, may form themselves into a full line,

by an opposite change of direction to the one

they were engaged in executing. This linf

would form an angle with the first already estab

lished on the new direction.

Aeticle IV.

To retreat in line of battle.

490. The line being halted, when the general

shall wish to cause it to march in retreat, he will

command :

1. Face to the rear.

491. This having been repeated, each colonel

will command : Battalion about—Face ; when

the line will face about, each battalion conform

ing itself to what is prescribed in the 8. B., No.

731. *'

492. The general will then add :

i2. The (—) the battalion of direction.

493. At this, the colonels and lieutenant-colo

nels will conform themselves, within their re

spective battalions, to what is indicated in the

8. B., ~So. 733 ; and the colonel of the directing

battalion will cause markers to be established as

9*
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prescribed No. 734 of the same school. -/These

dispositions being made, the general will add :

3. Battalions, forward.

' 494. This having been repeated, the color-

rank, the general guides of each battalion, the

captains, covering sergeants, and file closers, will

conform themselves to what is prescribed in the

8. B. The general will then command :

4. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

495. The line will march in retreat according

to the principles prescribed for advancing in line

of battle.

Aeticle V.

To halt the line marching in retreat, and to
align it.

496. A deployed line, marching in retreat,

will be halted by the same commands as a line

inarching in advance ; and when the general

wish to re-face it, he will command :

1. Face to thefront.

497. This having been repeated, each colonel

will command : Battalion, about—Face ; when

the line will face about, each battalion conform

ing itself to what is prescribed in the 8. B., No.

745. m
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A Aetiole YL

Change of direction in marching in retreat.

498. A deployed line, marching in retreat, if

the general wish to canse it to change direction

in order to refuse the one or other wing, he will

cause the movement to be executed as follows :

499. It will bo supposed that it is the left wing,

become the right, that the general wishes to re

fuse; he will pass to the right battalion, now

the left, and establish two markers before it on

the new direction which he may wish to give to

the line, in the manner prescribed for changing

direction in marching in advance ; he will then

command :

1. Change direction to the left.

500. This having been repeated, the general

will add:

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

501. This briskly repeated, every battalion will

commence its change of direction according to

the principles prescribed in the S. No. 751.

502. The first battalion will wheel until it find

itself parallel to the markers ; the colonel will

then march it forward, cause it to cross the line

of battle, and when the front rank, now in the

rear, shall have passed four paces beyond this

line, he will halt the battalion, face it about, and

establish it on the line by the commands and means

indicated Nos. 482-3.
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503. The colonel of each of the other battalions

will direct it toward the line of battle as indica

ted Nos. 479-80, so that it may be parallel to this

line several paces before arriving upon it; the

colonel will then causo the battalion to pass the

line, and when four paces beyond it he will halt

and face the battalion about ; he will then estab

lish it on the line by the means prescribed for

changing direction advancing.

504. The lieutenant-colonels will conform

themselves to what is prescribed Nos. 481 and

485, and the general to what is indicated No.

486.

505. Changes of direction to the right, in or

der to refuse the right wing, become the left, will

be executed according to the same principles, and

by inverse means.

506. A deployed line on a march will be

marched in retreat without halting, by the com

mands and means prescribed No. 490 and follow

ing, observing what follows. The command,

right about, will be substituted forface to the rear,

and the second and third commands will be omit

ted.

Aeticle VII.

March in line of battle of a line of battalions in
columns.

507. The march in line of battle of a deployed

line, presenting many difficulties, particularly if

the ground be not favorable, it may frequently be

advantageous to ploy each battalion into column,

and to cause the line to maroh in this order, pre
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serving* between every two battalions the interval

necessary for deployment.

508. The general wishing to ploy or to break

each battalion into column doubled on the centre

or into simple column, either by division or by

company, will command :

1. Movement by battalion.

509. This having been repeated, the general

will give the commands of caution prescribed in

the a. B. for the particular formation into col

umn which he may desire to have executed,

510. These commands having been repeated,

each colonel will give the preparatory commands

required for the particular movement indicated

by the general.

511. The general will then add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

512. At this, each battalion will ploy itself

into column in the manner prescribed in the

school of the battalion.

513. The line thus formed, will march accord

ing to the same principles as a line of battalions

deployed, but observing what follows.

let. 7b cause the line of columns to advance.

514. It will be supposed that each battalion

has been ployed into double column, and that the

general has chosen the third as the directing bat

talion: he will go to this battalion, see whether
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the direction of its guides be perpendicular to th«

line of battle, rectify the direction, if necessary,

and then command :

1. The third the battalion of direction.

i

' 515. The colonel of each subordinate battalion

having repeated this command, will see whether

his guides on the side of the directing battalion

be established perpendicularly to the line of bat

tle ; if not, he will make the necessary rectifica

tion, and then place himself thirty paces to the

rear on the prolongation of those guides ; the

lieutenant -colonel will place himself a like dis

tance in front, and on the same perpendicular.

516. The colonel of the directing battalion

will establish in the rear two markers on the pro

longation of the guides, as prescribed No. 432.

517. The general will now command :

2. Battalions, forward.

518. This having been repeated, the colonel

of the directing battalion and the colonel to hig

left, will immediately command : Guide right,

and the other colonels, guide left.

519. At this, the right general guide of each

battalion will place himself six paces in front

of its headmost guide ; he will be assured on

the perpendicular by the lieutenant-colonel, and

immediately take points on the ground, as pre

scribed for the color-bearer, in the S. B., No.

651 ; the lieutenant-colonel will then fall back

to the side of his headmost guide.
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520. The chief of each leading division will

take post in the front rank of his division, on the

flank opposite to that of direction, and the

guide who was there will fall back into the rear

rank.

' 521. The senior major will place himself in

rear of the guides charged with the direction.

522. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoii).

523. At this, repeated with the utmost rapid

ity, the line will step off with life.

524. The right general guide of each battalion

will direct his march perpendicularly to the

front, and the leading guide will follow exactly

in his trace.

525. The chief of the leading division will

maintain himself abreast with his guide on the

opposite flank, and see that the march of the

division be in conformity with the principles

prescribed in the S. B., No. 667. The other di

visions will conform themselves to the rules for

marching in column.

528. The lieutenant-colonel and senior major

will conform themselves to what is prescribed in

the 8. B., Nos. 223-1.

527. Every colonel, placed on the side of direc

tion, will superintend the march of his battalion

in column, and labor to preserve its interval.

528. As the directing battalion has to be re

garded as infallible by all the others, the general

will attach himself to it, and with the greatest
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care maintain the general guide and guides of

this battalion on the perpendicular, according to

the principles established No. 440.

529. If the direction given to this battalion

has been badly chosen, the general will promptly

perceive it by the crowdings and openings among

the files of the headmost division, according to

the side to which the guide deviates from the

perpendicular. Those irregularities, although less

sensible than they would be in a deployed battal

ion, will nevertheless sufficiently show that the

false direction of the general guide ought to be

promptly corrected.

530. Colonels of the subordinate battalions

will look with so much the greater care to the

preservation of intervals, as a fault committed

in this respect will not be as promptly perceived

as in a deployed line.

531. In every battalion the lieutenant-colonel

will perform the duty attributed to the senior

major, in the S. B., No. 671, as often as the colo

nel may wish to change the point of direction.

532. The line of battalions in columns being

in march, when a subordinate battalion encoun

ters an obstacle, this battalion will turn it in a

manner so as to deviate the least from the direc

tion it ought to follow, and take the double quick

step as prescribed in the S. B., No. 761, in order

to return into line as soon as the obstacle is

passed. When again in line, the battalion will

be careful to re-establish its interval by insensible

degrees.

533. If it be an interior battalion that has to

execute the passage of an obstacle, the next bat
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talion toward the side of the direction will take

care to keep a double interval until the former

battalion comes again into line.

REMARKS ON THE MABOH OF A LINE OF BATTALION

COLUMNS WITH DEPLOYING INTERVALS.

534. It has been supposed above, that the bat

talions of the line were ployed into double col

umns ; but the rules just prescribed are equally

applicable to a line of battalion columns formed

in any other manner.

535. When the battalions of the line are ia

simple columns, the directing battalion will take

the guide to the left or right, according as it may

have the right or left in front, and the subordi

nate battalions will take the guide on the side next

to the directing battalion.

536. With the right in front, the right general

guide in each battalion will be charged with its

direction ; the left general guide in the reverse

case.

537. If the battalions be in masses, each colo

nel will hold himself, pending the march, at

thirty paces in the rear of his battalion on the

prolongation of its guides ; the columns being at

half distance, each colonel will hold himself on

the flank of his column on the side of the direc

tion.

2d. To halt the line of columns, and to deploy it.

538. A line of battalions in columns will be

vol. in.—10
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halted by the same commands as a line of bat

talions deployed.

539. The line being at a halt, if it be the wish

of the general to give a general alignment, he

will conform himself to what is prescribed No.

363 and following.

540. If the battalions be in columns at half

distance, and the general shall wish to deploy

them, he will halt the line by these commands :

1. Columns, close in mass. 2. Maeoh (or double

quick—Maeoh).

541. At the command march, each battalion

will close up on its leading subdivision.

542. The line being halted and aligned, if it

be the wish of the general to deploy the battal

ions, and they are in double columns, he will

command :

1. Deploy columns. 2. Maeoh (or double quick

—Maeoh).

543. If the battalions be in simple columns,

the general will, in his first command, designate

the subdivision on which each battalion ought to

deploy itself.

544. In both cases, the movements will be ex

ecuted, in every battalion, in the manner pre

scribed in the school of the battalion.

545. If the general does not wish to halt the

battalion columns when they close in mass, and

should he also wish to deploy while on the march,
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the movements will be executed according to the

principles prescribed in the S. B.

Zd, The line of columns marching in advance, to cause it

to change direction.

546. A line of battalions in columns, marching

to the front, and it being the wish of the general

to cause it to change direction, to the right, he

will establish two markers on the new line of

battle in front of the position to be occupied by

the right battalion ; he will at the same time

charge two mounted officers to determine succes

sively, in the manner indicated No. 264 and fol

lowing, the points at which the other battalions

ought respectively to arrive ; these dispositions

made, he will command :

1. Change direction to the right. 2. Maeoh

(or double quick—Mabcit).

547. The first command having been repeated,

each colonel will cause his battalion to take the

guide to the right, if that be not already the di

recting flank ; at the same time the chief of the

leading division in each battalion will place him

self before the centre of his division, and the gen

eral guide, charged with the direction, will retire.

If the columns be closed in mass, the colonel of

the first battalion will cause his battalion to take

the guide to the left.

548. At the command march, the colonel of

the right battalion will cause it to change direc

tion to the right, and then direct it against the
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two markers placed by the general; when its

leading division is at three paces from the mark

ers, the colonel will halt the battalion ; if the rear

divisions have not yet entered the new direction,

their chiefs will promptly bring them into it, and

as soon as they are established on it the colonel

will align the battalion by the right.

549. Each of the other colonels will direot his

battalion toward the new line of battle, so that

its leading division may be, when at a distance

equal to the depth of a column, parallel to that

line ; to this end, the colonel will cause the guides

of this division to advance, insensibly and suc

cessively, the left shoulder; and when this guide

has arrived at three paces from the line of battle,

the colonel will halt the battalion, and cause it to

be aligned by the right.

550. At the beginning of the movement, the

lieutenant-colonel of the second battalion will

place himself on the line of battle, and replace

the mounted officer whom the general had sent

thither ; he will immediately establish two mark

ers for the head of his battalion, the first at de

ploying distance from the battalion to the right,

and the second at division distance from the first:

the lieutenant-colonel of each of the other bat

talions will place himself in like manner on the

lin« of battle, when the head of his battalion is

at a hundred paces from this line.

551. The last battalion column being established

on the line, the general will command :

8. Guides—Posts.
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552. Changes of direction to the left will be

executed according to the same principles and by

inverse means.

553. If the general shall wish to cause the

columns to deploy, he will give the order to that

effect to the colonels, who will cause their bat

talions to close up in halting, and then deploy

them.

ith. To cause the line of columns to march in retreat

554- A line of battalions, in columns, being

halted, when the general shall wish to cause it to

inarch in retreat, he will command :

1. Face by the rear rank.

555- This having been repeated, each battal

ion will face by the rear rank ; the chief of the

last division of each battalion will place himself

in the rear rank, become the front on the side

opposite to that of the direction; the chief of

each first division will take his place in the col

umn.

556- The line being thus faced by the rear

rank, it will be put in march by the same com

mands and means as a line of battalions in col

umns faced by the front rank, observing to estab

lish markers before the directing battalion, ac

cording to the principles prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 734.

557. The line marching in retreat will conform

itself to the principles prescribed for a line of bat

talions in columns marching in advance.

10*
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5th. To halt the line of columns marching in retreat, and

to align it.

558. The line marching in retreat will be halted

by the same commands as if it were marching in

advance ; and when the general shall wish to face

it about, he will command :

1. Face hy the front rank.

559. This having been repeated, each battal

ion will be faced by the front rank ; the chief

of the first division in each will retake his place

in line, and the chief of each last division his in

column.6th. The line of columns marching in retreat, to cause it

to change direction.

560- The line, marching in retreat, will change

direction by the same commands and means as if

it marched by the front rank, observing what

follows.

561. The two markers established by the gen

eral before the position to be occupied at halting

by the first battalion, instead of being opposite to

the right and left files respectively of the leading

division, will be far enough apart to permit this

battalion to cross the line of battle between them,

and the same of the markers established for the

♦ther battalions.

562. Each colonel will direct his battalion to

ward the line of battle as prescribed for a change

of direction forward and so that all its divisions
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may be parallel to this line before passing it;

when the first division, now in the rear, is three

paces beyond the line, the colonel will halt the

battalion and face it by the front rank ; the guides

of the first division will place themselves on the

line between the two markers; and as soon as

they are assured in their positions by the lieuten

ant-colonel, the colonel will align the battalion by

the right.

563. The general, if it be his wish to deploy

the columns, will give a caution to that effect to

the colonels, who, in halting, will each cause his

battalion to close up on its leading division as

soon as the latter has passed the line of battle by

a distance equal to the depth of the column and

three paces more ; he will then face the battalion

by the front rank and deploy it.

564. The line of battalion columns, in march,

can be marched in retreat without halting, as

prescribed No. 385. The colonel of each bat

talion will see that his interval is maintained.

1th. To close the intervals of a line of columns.

565. The line of columns, either simple or

double, being' at a halt, if the general should

wish to close the intervals between them to

twenty-two paces, on any battalion, say the third,

he will cause two markers to be placed in front

of that battalion, as indicated No. 411.

566. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will command :

1. On the third battalion close intervals. 2.

Maech (or double quick—Maeoh).
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567. At the first command, the colonel of '..he

third will caution his battalion to stand fast : the

colonels of the first two battalions will com

mand : 1. Left face. 2. Battalion forward,

guide right. The colonel of the fourth will com

mand: 1. Right face. 2. Battalion forward,

guide left.

568. At the command march, briskly repeated,

the colonel of the third will establish his battal

ion as prescribed No. 295, the others will march

their battalions straight-forward, and having

closed the interval which should separate them

from the battalion on their left or right respec

tively, to twenty-two paces, will each halt his

battalion, faoe it to the front, and dress it on the

markers established by the lieutenant-colonels.

569. The lieutenant-colonels of the battalions,

other than the third, will execute what is pre

scribed No. 416.

570. The movement being ended, the general

will command :

3. Guides—Posts.

571. These battalions may again be made to

resume their positions in line of battle, with de

ploying intervals, by the commands and means

prescribed No. 411 and following.

572. A line of battalions in mass, can be

closed or opened while on a march, by the com

mands and means prescribed No. 565 and follow

ing, and No. 411 and following, observing what

follows. The line will not be marked in advance,

and the colonels on the right and left of the di
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recting battalion, will establish their battalions

at the proper intervals, by causing them to

oblique to the right or left, as the case may be.

Aeticle VIII.

March in line of battle, of a line of deployed
battalions, by the flanks of companies.

573. A line of deployed battalions, either at a

halt or in march, will advance or retire by the

flanks of companies, by the commands prescribed,

and according to the means indicated No. 507

and following.

574. The line thus formed, either at a halt or

on a march, advancing or retiring, will be re

formed by the commands prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 150 and following, and means indicated No.

507 and following, of these evolutions.

Aeticle IX.

March in line of battle, of a line of battalions
formed in division columns.

575- A deployed line, either in a halt or on the

march, will advance or retire, in division columns

by the commands and means indicated No. 507

and following.

576. Double columns will be formed from the

division columns, and reciprocally, as prescribed

in the school of the battalion. The division

columns will deploy, as prescribed in the same

school.
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REMARKS ON THE DISPOSITION OF THE ARTILLERY

WITH LINES OF BATTLE.

577. If the march is in line, without the active

sphere of battle, the brigade battery will follow

the movement in its place ; but if a position is

to be attacked, the battery will cover the march

of the troops, engage the enemy, and prepare for

the attack.

Aeticle X.

To pass a defile in front.

578. A deployed line encountering, in advanc

ing, a defile which it has to pass, will execute

the movement as follows :

579. It will be supposed that the defile is op

posite to the interval between the second and

third battalions, and that its width is sufficient

to give passage to the front of a company : the

general, seeing that tho line has arrived near the

defile, will halt it, and command :

1. To pass defile in front, by the right of the

third, battalion. 2. Byplatoon, left and right,

into column.

580. These commands having been repeated,

the colonels of the first two battalions will each

command : By platoon, left wheel, and the other

colonels : By platoon, right wheel.

581. The general will then add :

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).
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582. At this, briskly repeated, the battalions

will break by platoon to the left or right.

583. The battalions having broken, the general

will cause two markers to be placed at the points

around which the two columns ought to turn in

order to enter the defile; the markers will be

posted a little more than the front of a company

apart. The general will then command :

4. Column, forward.

584. This having been repeated, each colonel,

whose battalion has broken to ! left, will com

mand : Guide right, and each whose battalion

has broken to the right, guide left. The general

will now add :

5. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

585. At this command, briskly repeated, the

two columns will march to meet each other, and

when the two leading platoons have arrived op

posite to the respective markers, they will turn one

to the right, and the other to the left, in order to

unite in the defile ; at the moment of union, they

will take, by command of their respective chiefs,

the platoon on the right, the guide to tho left,

and the left platoon, the guide to the right.

586. The two united platoons will march side

by side, each regulating itself on the two guides

placed elbow to elbow between them : these

guides will direct themselves by the defile.

587. The two next platoons, and, successively,

all the others, will conform themselves to what
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has just been prescribed for the two leading pla

toons on coming tip with the markers placed bo-fore the entrance of the defile. If there is an

odd battalion, it will form in simple column by

company, behind the column nearest to it.
588. The united platoons will pass the defile ■in the cadenced pace, and with ranks closed,

each regulating itself on the two guides placed

in the centre, who will march elbow to elbow

exactly in the traces of, and at platoon distance

from, the guides who immediately precede them.

589. In proportion as the two columns issue

from the defile, each captain Will re-form his

company as follows: in the right column, the

first platoon, which is in rear of the second of

the same company, will oblique to the right until

it find itself unmasked, and then march forward :

in the left column, it will be the second platoon

of each company, which will oblique to the left,

and then march up abreast with its first.

590. If it be the wish of the general, after

passing the defile, to re-form the line, he will, im

mediately after passing, place himself in advance

at the distance to which he may wish to estab

lish the line of battle, and place two markers on

this line for the head of the right column, and

the two others for the head of the left, leaving

the interval of twenty-two paces between the

two columns.

591. The head of the column having passed

the defile, the general will order the colonels of

the second and third battalions to direct them

respectively on the markers which he has estab

lished ; and when the leading subdivision of each
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of these battalions has arrived at three paces

from the line of battle, each colonel will cause

his battalion to close in mass in halting, and de

ploy their battalions, the second on its last, and

the third on its first subdivision.592. The colonels of the first and fourth will

each, as the head of his battalion issues from the

defile, cause it to change direction, the first to

the right, and the fourth to the left, and then

direct it perpendicularly toward the line of bat

tle, the first at twenty-two paces from the right

of the second, and the fourth the same distance

from the left of the third. In halting, at three

paces from that line, each battalion will be closed

in mass on its leading company, and will then be

deployed, the first on its last, and the fourth on

its first subdivision.

593. If, instead of re-establishing the line, as

in the preceding example, it be the wish of the

general to rest one of the wings, say the right,

at the defile, he will cause both columns to take

the guide to the right, and halt them the instant

that the first company of the first battalion in

the right column issues from the defile : this col

umn, composed of the first and second battalions,

will then be formed to the right, and the left

column, composed of the third and fourth bat

talions, will close to half distance in marching,

and form on the right into line of battle.

594. If it be the left wing that is to rest at the

defile, the line may be formed according to the

same principles, and by inverse means.

vol. ra.-^ll
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REMARKS ON THE PASSAGE OF DEFILES IN ADVANC

ING. •

595. The two columns being formed by pla

toon, if the defile should widen sufficiently, com

panies may be formed in each column without

waiting till the head has issued from the defile.

596. AVhen a sudden narrowing of -the defile

shall oblige the chiefs of platoon to break off, for

the moment, one or two files to the rear, this

diminution of front, as an exception to the rule

established in the 8. C, No. 310, will be made

from the side opposite to the guide.

597. If the defile be of sufficient width to re

ceive the front of a division, the general, instead

of causing the line to break by platoon, will

cause it to break by company ; but, in this case,

the company that is to lead in each column, in

stead of wheeling, will march forward twice the

extent of its front ; and when the columns are

put in movement, these companies will close upon

each other, marching by the flank, in order to

unite at the entrance of the defile.

598. If the defile be not of sufficient width to

receive the front of a company, it will be passed

in simple column by platoon, right or left in

front.

599. The passage of defiles to the front will

always be executed by the subdivision of the

right, or that of the left of a battalion ; and when

the defile happens not to be exactly opposite to an

interval between two battalions, the leading sub

divisions, after uniting, will direct themselves

diagonally toward the entrance of the defile.
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REMARKS ON THE DISPOSITION OF THE COMPANIES

OF 8KIRMI8HER8 IN PASSING A DEFILE TO THE

FRONT.

0-600. Generally, the skirmishers of each bat-

> talion will precede their battalion companies in

passing a defile to the front. In this case, the

companies of skirmishers of each battalion, under

the command of the junior major, will pass the

defile either by file, platoon or company front, as

the width may admit, those of the battalions near

est the defile passing first.

0-601. If, however, the skirmishers are required

to pass the defile with their battalions, the first

company of each battalion will be posted in front

or rear of its first battalion company, closed up

on that company, and with a platoon or company

front, as the column may be formed by platoon

or company. The second company of skirmish

ers will be posted in like manner in front or rear

of the last battalion company.

KEMARK8 ON THE PASSAGE OF THE DEFILE IN FRONT

BY THE SECOND LINE.

602. If the formation is in two lines, while the

first line is passing the defile the general will cause

each battalion of the second line to form by com

pany or platoon, according to the manner in which

the first line may have broken. After the first

line has passed the defile, the corresponding bat

talions of the second will pass in a similar man

ner.
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Aetiole XI.

To pass a defile in retreat.

603. The line marching in retreat, and en

countering a defile which it has to pass, the gen

eral will cause a halt, and face the line to the

front;

604. K will be supposed that the defile is oppo

site to the interval between the two centre bat

talions, and its width sufficient to give passage to

the front of a company. The general will cause

two markers to be placed at fifteen or twenty paces

behind the file closers, in front of the defile, and

at a little more than company distance apart, in

order to indicate to the two columns the points

around which they ought to change direction to

enter the defile : which being executed, he will

command :

To the rear, by the wings, pass the defile.

605. This having been repeated, the colonel of

the right battalion of the line will command : to

the rear, by the right flank, pass the defile; and

the colonel of the left battalion, to the rear, by the

left flank, pass the defile.

606. The two battalions of the wings will im

mediately commence the movement in conformity

with what is prescribed in the S. B., No. 790 and

following ; and when the leading platoon of each

column has arrived opposite to the marker placed

at the point for changing direction, these two

platoons will turn at the same time, one to the
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left and the other to the right, in order to unite

in the defile. To this end, if the head of one of

the columns arrive before the other, it will wait ,*for the head of the corresponding battalion before

turning. As soon as the two platoons unite, they

'will take, by command of their respective chiefs—

the platoon, now on the left, the guide to the right,

and the other the guide to the left ; the remain

ing platoons of these two battalions will succes

sively conform themselves to what has just been

prescribed for those of the head, and the two col

umns will thus march together according to the

principles indicated No. 586 and following, for

the passage of a defile in front.

607. The other battalions will successively ex

ecute the same movement; the colonel of each will

give one of the commands prescribed No. 605,

according as his battalion has to pass the defile

by the right or left flank, and so that its leading

platoon may follow at the desired distance, the

rearmost platoon of the battalion immediately

preceding ; the battalions will enter the defile side

by side, as prescribed for the two battalions of

the wings.

608. If the defile become of sufficient width to

give passage to a division marching by the front,

each captain, as his platoons successively enter

the enlarged width, will cause them to form

company according to the principles prescribed

No. 589 ; otherwise, this movement will only be

executed as each company issues from the defile.

609. If it he the wish of the general, after

passing, to re-form line facing to the defile, lie

will go either to the point at which he may wish

11*
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the left of the first battalion to rest, or to the

point at which he may wish the right of the fourth,

• . or last battalion to rest, and determine the direc

tion of the new line of battle by establishing two

markers, distance from each other a little more

than the front of a subdivision; he will then <

cause the line to be prolonged to the left and

right by mounted officers.

610. As each battalion clears the defile, it will

break from the column, and be directed toward

the point at which it should cross the line of

battle.

611. Each battalion will close in mass while

marching, and be so directed as to arrive on a

square with the line, and when four paces beyond

it, will be halted by the colonel, countermarched,

and deployed, the first and second battalions on

their last, and the third and fourth battalions on

their first subdivisions.

612. The lieutenant-colonel of each battalion

will precede it, as prescribed in No. 269, and es

tablish two markers, the first at deploying dis

tance, and twenty-two paces from the one on his

right or left, as the formation is on the left or

right, the second a little more than subdivision

distance from the first.

613. The defile, in the preceding example, has

been supposed to be behind the centre of the line

composed of an even number of battalions ; but

it may frequently be otherwise. For instance :

it may be that there are three battalions on the

right, and only one on the left side of the defile.

In this case the general would first send an order

to the colonels of the first and second battalions
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to pass the defile in simple column in advance,

and then seizing the proper time, give the com

mand indicated No. 604, so that there may be no

interruption in the movement. So, if the lina

present an odd number of battalions, a similar

course would be pursued in respect to the odd

battalion on the right or left of the defile.

614. When the defile happens to be behind the

right or left battalion of the line, the general will

cause it to pass by a single wing ; to this end, he

will substitute, in his command, the indication

by the left wing or by the right wing, for that of

by the wings. The movement will commence by

the wing farthest from the defile, so that the

battalion opposite to it may be the last to enter.

REMARKS ON THE DISPOSITION OF THE SKIRMISHEBS

IN PASSING THE DEFILE IN RETREAT.

0-615. If it is not the intention of the general to

open the fire of the line before passing the defile ■in retreat, the skirmishers will generally cover

the retreat, and not pass until the line has passed.

If, on the contrary, the general intends to open

the fire of the line, the skirmishers will generally

pass the defile previous to the line, those of the

battalions near the defile passing first.

REMARK ON THE PASSING OF THE DEFILE IN RS

TREAT BY THE SECOND LINE.

616. Ifthe formation is in two lines, the general

will, according to the width of the defile, and pre
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vious to passing the defile by the first line, 08

each battalion of the second line to take

formation indicated No. 602. The battali

will then countermarch, and pass the defile ]

vious to the first line,' and as prescribed in

REMARKS ON THE DISPOSITION OF THE A]

617. In passing the defile to the front, the bi

tery will habitually follow immediately after t

first two battalion columns that pass.

618. In passing defile in retreat, should a stai

be made by the line at its entrance, the batter

or a portion of it, will generally take a positic

to assist in sustaining the line, and will pass tl

defile immediately in front of the two last bai

talion columns. In case it is not intended tha

the line should make a stand, the battery wii

generally pass the defile in front of the battalion

columns. The disposition of the battery must

however, depend greatly upon circumstances.

 

 
i

IN PASSING DEFILE IN FRONT, OB IN

Aeticle XII.

/
Changes of front.

Perpendicular changes offront.

1st. Change offrontforward.

619. The line being deployed, and the genera

wishing to cause it to change front on the right
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he will first determine the direction of the new

line of battle, cause two markers to be placed on

it before the position to be occupied by the right

oompany, first battalion, and immediately cause

this company to be established against those

markers ; he will at the same time charge two

mounted officers to determine successively the

points on the line at which the subordinate bat

talions ought respectively to arrive, as indicated

No. 265 and following. He will then com

mand :

1. Changefrontforward, on thefirst battalion.

620. This having been repeated, the colonel

of the first will immediately cause his battalion

to execute a change of front forward, as pre

scribed in the S, No. 832 and following.

621. Each of the other colonels will cause his

battalion to ploy into double column, at company

distance; which being executed, he will com

mand: 1. Columnforward; 2. Guide right.

622. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will add :

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

623. At this, briskly repeated, the subordi

nate battalions will put themselves in movement

toward the line of battle ; the leading guide of

each, advancing the left shoulder, will so direct

himself that, on arriving at a point opposite to

the right marker, placed in advance by the lieu

tenant-colonel, he may find himself at a distanoe
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from the line of battle equal to the depth of the

column.

624. The head of each battalion having arriv

ed at this point will turn to the right, in order to

march perpendicularly up to the line of battle,

and when at three paces from this line, its colo- <

nel will cause the column to close in mass, and

'to deploy.

625. Each colonel will hold himself on the

side of the direction, abreast with the leading

division of his battalion, pending its march tow

ard the line of battle.

626. The lieutenant-colonels will place them

selves in advance on the line, as prescribed No.

550, for changes of direction of a line of battal

ions in columns.

627. The line being formed, the general will

command :

3. Colors—Posts.

628. A line will change front forward on itt

left, according to the same principles and by in

verse means.

2d. Change of front to trie rear.

629. To change front to the rear, on the right

of the line, the general will cause the right com

pany, first battalion, to be established on the new

direction, and place two markers before this

company, as prescribed in the S. B., No. 852, he

will then command :

1. Changefront to the rear, on thefirst battalion.
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630- This having been repeated, the colonel ,

of the first will immediately cause Ms battalion

to execute a change of front to the rear, as pre

scribed in the S. B., No. 854 and following.

631. Each of the other colonels will cause his

battalion to ploy into double column at company

distance, face it by the rear rank, and then com

mand: 1. Column, forward ; 2. Guide left.

632. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will add:

2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

633. This having been briskly repeated, the

subordinate battalions will put themselves in

movement toward the line of battle ; the leading

gnide advancing the right shoulder, will direct

himself as prescribed No. 623.

634. The leading division of each battalion

having arrived at a point opposite to the mark

ers, will turn to the left in order to march up

perpendicularly to the line of battle, then cross

this line between the two markers placed in ad

vance by the lieutenant-colonel ; and when the

head of the battalion has passed the line a dis

tance equal to its depth closed, and three paces

more, the colonel will cause the column to close

in mass, to face by the front rank, and to deploy.

635. The lieutenant-colonels will place them

selves in advance on the line of battle, and es

tablish upon it the two markers as prescribed

No. 561.

636. Changes of front to the rear, on the left

of the line, will be executed according to the

same principles and by inverse means.
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3d. Central change affront.

637. The general wishing to change front on

the third battalion, by throwing forward the left

wing, will cause two markers to be placed on

the direction he may wish to give to the new

line before the position to be occupied by the

right company of that battalion, and then cause

this company to be established against the mark

ers ; he will, at the same time, order the colonel

of the second to have the left company of his

battalion conducted to and established on the

same alignment, at twenty-two paces from the

right of the third, battalion.

638. These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will command :

1. Change front on the third battalion, left wing

forward. 2. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

639. The colonel of the third will immediate

ly cause his battalion to execute a change of

front forward on its right company, and the col

onel of the second a change of front to the rear

on the left company of his battalion.

640. The battalion to the left of the third

will execute its movement as prescribed for the

subordinate battalions in changes of front for

ward on the right of the line, and the battalion

to the right of the second will execute its move

ment as indicated for changes of front to the

rear on the left battalion.

641. The general wishing to throw the right

wing forward, instead of the left, will take, as
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the basis of alignment, the left company of the

second battalion, and command :

1. Change front on the second battalion, right

wing forward. 2. Maeoh (or double quick—

Maeoh.

642. The second and the battalion to its right

will execute a change of front forward, on the

left of the second battalion.

643. The third and the battalion to its left,

will execute a change of front to the rear, on the

right of the third battalion.

Oblique changes of front.

644. Oblique changes of front will be executed

according to the same principles as the perpen

dicular changes, but observing what follows:

645. The directing battalion will conform it

self to what is prescribed in the S. B., No. 872 ;

the subordinate battalions, after being ployed

into double columns, will be directed toward

the new line of battle by the means indicated,

No. 549 or No. 562, according as their change

of front may be forward or^o the rear.

646. If the line is in march, the changes of

front will be executed by the commands and

means prescribed No. 619 and following, and by

the principles indicated No. 844 and following,

and 872 and following, S. B. If the change is

central, the battalions which should retire will

halt at the commencement of the movement.

voL.m.—12
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REMARK ON CHANGES OF FRONT.

647. In changes of front, the general will al

ways take the right or left company of one of

the battalions as the basis of the movement

Changes of front of two lines.

648. If the formation is in two lines, the first

will always execute its movements as if it were

alone. The battalions of the second line, con

ducted by their colonels, will move to their

proper posts, taking care to preserve their rela

tive positions with the corresponding battalions

of the first line.

Aeticle XIII.

Order in echelon.

649. Echelons may be formed parallelly, or

obliquely to the line of battle, either by the right

or left of the line, and by battalion, or by two

battalions, as will be explained.

Direct echelons in advancing.

650. The general wishing to form direct eche

lons by the right and by two battalions, will

oommand :

1. Echelons by two battalions, at {so msnf) paces.

2. Forward, by the right, form echelons.

661. These commands having been repeated,
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the ranking chief of battalion of the two right

battalions will put them in march by the com

mands and means indicated No. 430 and follow

ing, for marching a line in the order in battle,

and take the first as the directing battalion.

652. The right battalion of the first echelon

becoming thus the regulator of the march of

both the echelons, the general, if he think it

necessary, will cause markers to be placed be

hind this battalion in order to assure its direc

tion.

663. The second echelon will, in succession,

put itself in march, observing to maintain be

tween itself and the preceding echelon the num

ber of paces prescribed in the first command ;

its commander will cause that number of paces,

taken by the preceding echelon, to be counted,

before putting his own in march.

654. In the subordinate echelon, a file closer,

designated in advance, will place himself in rear

of and opposite to the left file of the preceding

echelon. This file closer will march exactly in

the trace of that file and abreast with his own

battalion ; by this means, the chief of the right

■battalion in the subordinate echelon will always

be able to maintain the interval between his owa

battalion and that on the left of the preceding

echelon.

655. The right battalion in each echelon will

be charged with preserving the perpendicular

distance which ought to separate it from the

preceding echelon ; the left battalion will march

abreast with that on its right, and take care to

preserve its interval to the right.
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656- The echelon being in march, when the

general shall wish to re-form the line, he will

give an order to the commander of the first

echelon to halt it.

657. The first echelon being halted, the gen

eral will determine the direction to be given to

the line, and the commander of the first echelon

will establish it on that direction.

658. The second echelon will continue to

march, and be successively halted by its chief at

four paces from the line of battle.

659. The second echelon being halted, its chief

will command : 1. Colors and general guides—

On the line. At this, the colors and general

guides of each battalion will face to the right,

and promptly place themselves on the alignment

of the colors of the first echelon ; which being

done, the commander of the second will add :

2. Guides—On the line. Each chief of battal

ion, seeing his guides established, will align his

battalion.

660. Each chief of echelon will give the

command, Guides—Posts, as soon as his echelon

is aligned ; but the colors will not fall back into

their places until the general shall add : Color*

—Posts, which will be given after the estab

lishment of the last echelon on the line of bat

tle.

661. If, instead of re-forming the line, it be

the wish of the general to halt the echelons, he

will give an order to that efiect to the chief of

the first, and send a caution to the chief of the

second to halt his echelon in the position whereit finds itself. *
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662. Echelons by the left will be formed ac

cording to the same principles and by inverse

means.

Direct echelons in retreat.

663. It being the wish of the general to

march in retreat by echelon of two battalions

lie will command :

1. Echelon* by two battalions, at (so many) paces.

2. In retreat, by the right, form echelons.

i 664. These commands having been repeated,

the commander of the first echelon will cause it

to face about, and then put it in march.

665. The commander of the second echelon

will cause it to face about, soon enough to be

able to put it in march the moment it has its

distance from the first.

666. The second echelon will throw out a file

closer in the manner and for the purpose pre

scribed No. 654.

667. The general, wishing to re-form the line,

will order the commander of the first echelon to

halt it.

668. This echelon being halted, its chief will

face it to the front, and establish it on the direc

tion which may be indicated to him.

669. The second echelon will continue to

march, and when at four paces beyond the line

of battle, its chief will halt it, face it to the front,

and establish it on the line by the means pre

scribed Nos. 659 and 660.

670. Echelons in "retreat will be formed by

21*
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the left according to the same principles and by

inverse means.

t

Oblique echelons.

671. It being intended to form echelons ob

liquely to the line of battle, the movement will

be executed in the following manner.

672. Say that the movement is to be made by

the right ; the general will go to the right of the

line, and determine the new direction according

to his views.

673. The lieutenant-colonel of the right bat

talion will then on an intimation from the gen

eral, place himself before and near the right file

of this battalion; then face to the left, march

fifty paces along the front rank, halt, and face

to his right ; he will next march perpendicularly

to the front of this battalion, counting his paces ;

the general placed on the right, will halt him

the moment he comes between himself and the

point of direction to the left of the new posi-

toin, for the purpose of measuring the angle

formed by the new and old directions.

674. It will be supposed that the opening of

this angle is such, that the lieutenant-colonel,

after marching fifty paces along the front of the

battalion, had to take thirty perpendicularly for

ward, to bring himself in a line between the

general and the point of direction to the left.

675. The opening of the angle being thus as

certained, the chief of the first echelon will im

mediately cause it to change front forward on

its right company.
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676. The general will then send an ordsrto the

other chief of echelon to cause his echelon to

change front forward to thirty paces on its- right

company.

677. As the subordinate echelon shall have

changed front, its chief will cause it to take its

interval from the left of the echelon on its right ;

to this end, he will cause it to break to the rear

into column by company by the left; which

being executed, he will order the loft general

guide of the left battalion to place himself on

the prolongation of the right guides a little be

yond the point where the left of the echelon

will rest when in line.

678. The general guide being correctly estab

lished, the chief of the echelon will put the col

umn in march in order to prolong it on its line

of battle ; the leading guide will direct himself

on the general guide, and when the right com

pany, now in the rear, shall have passed twenty-

two paces beyond the left of the echelon on its

right, the chief of the echelon, in column, will

halt it, and form it to the right into line of battle.

679. The echelons being thus formed, the gen

eral will order the chief of the first echelon to

put it in march ; the other chief of echelon will

put his echelon in inarch as soon as he sees the

preceding one in movement.

680. The echelons thus disposed will march, be

halted, or re-formed into line, according to the

principles prescribed No. 650j and following, foi

direct echelons.

681. Echelons will be formed obliquely by the

left according to the same principles and by in

verse means.
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REMARKS ON THE ORDER IN ECHELON.

682. The distance between echelons cannot be

fixed, the number of paces necessarily depending

on the views of the general ; but it ought to be

such as to allow the battalion or battalions in the

echelons to be formed into squares, without dan

ger^ their firing into the other echelons.

683. In the formation of oblique echelons, the

distance between them will depend on the extent

of their fronts and the angle formed by the old

and new directions; this distance may be either

too great or too small ; if too great, the general,

before putting the echelons in march, will give

an order to the chief of the subordinate echelon

to advance, and then halt it at the prescribed dis

tance. If, on the contrary, the distance be too

small, the subordinate echelon will only put itself

in movement when it has the given distance from

the one next in its front.

684. In changes of front, for the formation of

oblique echelons, the angle formed by the old

and new directions being necessarily acute, the

subordinate battalion in each echelon will change

front by the same means as the directing one, in

stead of ploying into double column in order to

march and deploy on the new line.

.685. The line of battalions, deployed, will ha

bitually march in echelons; but if the general

judge it to be more advantageous, he may ploy

each battalion into column by division, in rear

of its first division, if the echelons are formed by

the right, and in rear of the last division of the

battalion, if echelons be formed by the left.
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686. "When the echelons are composed of bat

talions in columns, if the movement be by the

right, the file closer, who ought to march abreast

with the directing battalion of the subordinate

echelon, will place himself on the prolongation

of the right guides of the left battalion in the

echelon preceding his own, and march exactly

in the trace of those guides. If the movement

be made by the left, the file closer will place him

self on the prolongation of the left guides of the

right battalion in the preceding echelon.

687. If the formation is in two lines, each bat

talion of the second line will, in forming echelons,

preserve its relative position with regard to its

corresponding one of the first line. In this case,

echelon by battalion would involve the move

ment of two battalions, and echelon by two bat

talions of the whole brigade.

Aetiole XIV.

To retreat by alternate battalions.

688. The retreat by alternate battalions, or odd

and even battalions, will be executed as follows:

689, The general, intending to execute the re

treat by alternate battalions, will give information

of his purpose to the two next officers in rank,

who are respectively to command the lines of odd

and even battalions, and at the same time indicate

to the one who is to commence the movement the

position in which he will halt his line. The gen

eral will then command :
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*

1. Retreat by alternate battalions. 2. Odd (or

even) battalions, commence the movement.

690- These commands having been repeated,

the officer entitled to command the line of odd

battalions, and which line it is supposed ought to

commence the movement, will command :

1. Odd battalions, face to the rear.

691. This having also been repeated, the chiefs

of the designated battalions will cause them to

face about.

692. The commander of the odd battalions will

then add :

2. The ( — ) the battalion of direction. 3. Bat

talions, forward. 4. Maeoh (or double quick—

Maeoh).

693. At the command march, briskly repeated

by the chiefs of the odd battalions, these battal

ions will commence the march, and direct them

selves perpendicularly to the rear. The chief of

the subordinate battalion will maintain it abreast

with the directing one in conformity with what

is prescribed No. 454, and when the line arrives

at the position indicated by the general, the chief

of this line will command :

1. Battalions. 2. Halt.

694. At the second command the line will halt,

each chief of battalion will immediately face his
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battalion about, the commander of the line will

rectify the alignment of the directing battalion,

the other battalion will be dressed by that, with

out constraint, however, as to being absolutely on

the same general alignment.

695. As soon as the odd battalions which form

the second line have feced about, the chief of the

first line, of even battalions, will command :

1. Face to the rear.

696. This will be executed as prescribed No.

691 ; the chief of this line will then command :

2. The ( — ) the battalion of direction. 3. Bat

talions forward. 4. Makoh (or double quick—

Maeoh).

697. The first line will march in retreat by

the means prescribed No. 693 ; each battalion will

be directed upon the middle of the corresponding

interval in the second line, cross this line, and

march perpendicularly to the rear. When it ar

rives at the position indicated by the general, the

first line will be halted and faced about by the

commands and means indicated Nos. 693-4.

698. The second line, become first, will execute

the same movement, and so on alternately.

699. The general will superintend both lines,

and determine, according to the ground, the dis

tance he may wish to have between the lines, and

the position each ought successively to occupy.
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To re-form the line.

700. The general, wishing to re-form the line,

will cause the drams to beat a short roll, or the

bugles to sound the assembly, after the first line

(the one actually in front) is put in march, which

roll or sound will be briskly repeated by all the

drams or bugles of this line.

701. The battalions of the first line will con

tinue to march, and when they find themselves

exactly in their intervals of the second, their

respective colonels will halt them, face them

about, and rectify their alignment ; the general

will then give a general alignment if he judge it

necessary.

EEMAEKS ON THE RETEEAT BY ALTERNATE

BATTALIONS.

702. The commander of each line will endea

vor to maintain the necessary harmony between

its battalions, notwithstanding the interval be

tween them; to this end, he will look to the

strict execution of what is prescribed Nos. 693

and 694.

703. He will more particularly see that the

battalions, after crossing the second line, direct

themselves perpendicularly to the rear, this being

the only means by which the interval can be

preserved with sufficient accuracy to enable the

two lines to re-form into one.

704. If the formation is in two lines, the odd

or even battalions of the second line will face

about at the same time with their corresponding
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. ones of the first line ; they will march to the

. rear at the same time with them, taking care to

preserve their proper relative positions and dis

tances.

BEMARKS ON THE MOVEMENTS OF THE ABTILLEBY

1ST BETBEATING BT ALTBBNATE BATTALIONS.

705. The movement of the battery must de

pend much upon the state of the action, but

generally it will keep abreast with the line near

est the enemy, and take such position as will

most effectively cover the retreat.

Aetiolb XV.

Passage of lines.

706. The general, wishing to execute the pas

sage of lines, will send an order to the com

mander of the second line to place it in the posi

tion it ought to occupy.

707. The battalions of this line will form

double columns, closed in mass, and so disposed

that the centre of each mass may be opposite to

the middle of the interval to the right or left of

the corresponding battalion of the first line, ac

cording to the order given by the general.

708. The second line being thus disposed, the

general will send an order to the commander of

this line, to execute the passage of lines, and give

notice thereof to the commander of the first fine.

709. The chief of the second line will imme

diately command:

vol. in.—13
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1. Pass the line in front. 2. Battalions, for

ward.

710. These commands having been repeated,

each chief of battalion will command : guide

eentre. .

711. The commander of the line will then add:

3. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

712. At this, briskly repeated, the second lina

will advance ; each battalion will direct itself

upon the middle of the corresponding interval

in the first line.

713- At the approach of the second line, each

onief of battalion in the first will cause the right

and left companies of his battalion to be ployed,

as in mass, behind the contiguous companies, in

time not to arrest the movement of the battal

ions of the second line.

714. The battalions of the second line will

thus pass the first ; and when they shall have

cleared it, the commander of the second will

designate the directing battalion. This battalion

will take the guide to the right, and the subor

dinate battalion will take the guide on the sida

next to the directing battalion.

715. The battalions having arrived at the given

position, the commander of the line will cause

them to halt and to deploy, or they may deploy

on the march, so as to finish their deployment at

the required place of halting.

716. As soon as the second line has passed the

first, the chiefs of battalion of the latter will
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cause the right and left companies of their re

spective battalions to return into line. They

will then ploy their respective battalions, either

in simple or double column, as the general may

direct, and take their proper positions in rear of

the corresponding battalions of the second line.

BEHABKS ON HIE DISPOSITION OF THE ABTILLEBY

IN THE PASSAGE OF LINES.

717. If the second line passes the first for the

purpose of relieving the latter, the battery will

take a favorable position to cover the movement

and fire with the greatest rapidity, without

changing its position while the movement is be

ing executed.

718. If the first line is passed for the purpose

of an offensive movement, the battery will take

a position in advance of the line, and cover the

movements of the troops.

Aetiole XVI.

Dispositions against oavalry.

719. No matter what the number of battal

ions which compose a column or line, not more

than one will be formed into the same square.

The squares will generally be formed by eche

lons.

720. A brigade containing four battalions will

be supposed in column, by company, at half dis

tance. The general, wishing to form square,

will first cause divisions to be formed.
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721. If it is supposed that the general wishes

to form echelons on one of the centre battalions,

he will command :

1. To form aqua/re. 2. Echelons by battalion at

(so many) paces. 3. On (such) battalion right

(or left) in front, form echelons.

722. At this, the colonel of each battalion in

front of the designated one will either command :

Battalion right face, or, 1. Guide left; 2. Head

of column to the right ; and the colonel of each

battalion in rear of the designated one will either

command: Battalion left face, or, 1. Guide

right ; 2. Head of column to the left, as the

general may have previously caused to be indi

cated.

723. These dispositions having been made, the

general will command :

4. Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

724. At the command march, the portion of

the column which is to form the directing eche

lon will stand fast.

725. All the other echelons will put them

selves in march at the same time, each taking its

direction from the side of the directing echelon ;

and whether it march to the right or left, it will

be halted by its commander when it has taken

the given number of paces from the next eche

lon on the side of the direction.

726. At the commencement of the movement,

the directing echelon will form square ; the com
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mander of each of the other echelons, after halt

ing it, will rectify the alignment so that it may

be parallel to the directing echelon, and then

cause it to form square.

727. If the column is at full, instead of half

distance, the general will first form divisions,

and then close the column to half distance on

any designated division, by the means heretofore

indicated. He will then form square by echelon,

as prescribed above.

728. If the column be closed in mass, the gen

eral will cause it to take company distance, on any

division he may designate, by the means hereto

fore indicated. He will then form square by

echelon, as prescribed above.

729. If the column at half distance is so im

mediately menaced by cavalry, that there is no

time to place it in echelon, the general will com

mand:

Form squares.

730. This having been repeated, each colonel

mil form his battalion into square on its

ground.

731. When a column closed in mass, is so

suddenly threatened by cavalry as not to allow

time to take distances, it will be formed as fol

lows. The general will command :

Column against cavalry.

732. This having been repeated, each colonel

i(rill form his battalion into square as prescribed

fca the 8. 3., 'Ho. 1202 and following.

13*
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733. Squares will be marched, columns will

be formed, and squares reduced, by the com

mands and means prescribed in the 8. B., No.

1049 and following ; No. 1060 and following;

No. 1086 and following, and No. 1207 and fol

lowing.

To form square from line of battle.

734. The square from line of battle, will al

ways be formed by battalion, and disposed in

echelon if there is sufficient time. The perpen

dicular distance between the echelons will be

such that, the squares being formed, the first

front of the second may find itself at least fifty

paces farther to the rear than the fourth front

of the first echelon. This rule is equally appli

cable to a column to be formed into squares.

735. When the echelons have to march in ad

vance or in retreat, they will be formed accord

ing to the principles prescribed No. 650 and

following, whether the battalions, which are to

compose the echelons, be already disposed for

the formation of squares, or be yet deployed.

If the echelons are to remain at a halt, they will

be formed on the centre, or on one of the wings,

as will be explained.

736. It is supposed that the general wishes to

form the echelons on the centre, he will com

mand :

1. To form square. 2. Echelons by battalion at

(so many) paces. 3. On (such) battalion right
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(or left) wing in front from echelon*. 4.

Maeoh (or double quick—Maeoh).

737. At the command march, the portion of

the line which is to form the directing echelon,

will stand fast. The echelons will then execute

what is prescribed Nos. 724 and 725.

738. If the general should wish the echelons

to form square, as if formed from double column,

it will be executed by the commands and means

prescribed in the S. B., No. 1103 and following ;

each colonel taking care to give his cautionary

commands in time, so that his echelon will halt

in its proper place.

739. If the formation is in two lines, the bat

talions of the second line will move at the same

time with the corresponding ones of the first

line, and form sqnare at the same time. Each

battalion of the second line, will, however, be

fore forming square, be moved either to the right

or left, so as to unmask its corresponding one of

the first line.

Oblique squares.

740. A line threatened by cavalry, and with

out time to form squares disposed in echelon,

will be formed into oblique squares by battalion

in the following manner :

The general will command :

1. Oblique square by battalion. 2. On thefrit

division, form square.
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741. At the second command, the colonel of

each battalion will immediately form his battal

ion into oblique square on its first division, by

the commands and means prescribed in the S. B.,

No. 1167 and following.

742. The formation of battalions into oblique

squares, on the left division of each, will be exe

cuted according to the same principles, and by

inverse means.

743. In the preceding example the line was

supposed to be deployed ; but if it be formed of

battalions already in columns with deploying in

tervals, the desired obliquity will be established

by causing each battalion to change direction by

the flank; to this end, the general will com

mand :

1. To form oblique squares by battalion. 2.

Change direction by the right (or left) flank.

744. At the second command, the lieutenant-

colonel of each battalion will trace the new di

rection as prescribed in the S. B., No. 1175.

Pending this operation, each colonel will give

the commands, and make the preparatory dispo

sitions for a change of direction by the flank,

and cause it to be executed as soon as the new

direction is traced. The change of direction

having been executed, he will cause the square

to be formed.

745. A column at full distance may be formed

into oblique squares by the same means : each

battalion "will be closed to half distance on its

headmost subdivision; which being executed,
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the battalion will change direction, as has just

been prescribed, and then form square.

To re-form the line.

746, The line being disposed in oblique squares,

when the general shall wish to re-form it, he

will cause the squares to break ; to this end, he

will command :

1. Reduce squares.

747, At this, briskly repeated, each colonel

will cause his square to break. Pending the ex

ecution of the movement, the general will place

himself in front of the square he may judge the

most conveniently situated to become the direct

ing battalion, say the third ; he will place two

markers in the direction he may wish to give to

the line, and cause it to be prolonged to the right

and left, by the means prescribed No. 291.

748, These dispositions being made, the gen

eral will command :

1. Form line of battle at (such) intervals. 2.

The third the battalion ofdirection. 3. Maeoh

(or double quick—Maeoh).

749, At the second command, each colonel

will give the commands indicated No. 421. The

lieutenant-colonels will execute what is prescrib

ed No. 423.

750, At the command march, briskly repeated,
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the movement will be executed as prescribed

No. 422.

751. The movement being ended the general

'will command :

4. Guides—Posts.

752. If the formation is in two lines, the bat

talions of the second line will form oblique

squares on the positions they ocoupy, at the same

time as those of the first line.

REMARK OK OBLIQUE 8QUARES.

753. The formation of a line into obliqua

squares, gives the facility of placing it, whatever

be its extent, as promptly in safety against the

attacks of the cavalry, as if it were a single bat

talion, without causing the line to quit the posi

tion it occupies, and then, after re-forming each

square into column, the line may be marched in

any direction. The fires of oblique squares also

cross each other in every direction, except that

of the squares themselves, and this even when

the battalions, before being formed into squares,

happened not to be on the same alignment.

BEMARKB OK THE DISPOSITION OF THE AETILLEB-T

WITH THE 8QUARKS.

754. If a cavalry charge is threatened, the bat

tery will take up such positions as most eflfeotive-ly to fire upon the enemy, and at the same time

avoid the fire of the squares. It may be found
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expedient, to concentrate all the pieces near the

interior of the angle of the square nearest the

enemy ; or, the battery may be divided, and pla

ced near the interior angles of the two squares

of the first line, or between the lines.

755. As soon as the pieces are in battery the

ammunition pouches will be filled, and the lim

bers and caissons sent to the rear of the second

line.

756. If the gunners are driven from their

pieces, they will take refuge in the nearest square.

As soon as the charge is repulsed, they will im

mediately return to their pieces, and open fire

upon the enemy.

END OF EVOLUTIONS OF A BRIGADE.



TITLE VII.

EVOLUTIONS OP A COHPS D'ARMEE.

General principles for the evolutions of a corps

d'armee.

1. The evolutions of a brigade comprehending

all the principles and details of the movements

which should be made by a single brigade, it

only remains to apply these principles to a corps

d'armee.

2. In this instruction, a division of the lint

will be supposed to consist of three brigades, and

in every line of battle composed of more than

one of these divisions, they will be posted from

right to left in the order of their numbers.

3. For the illustration of this instruction, a

corps d'armee, consisting of nine brigades, will

be supposed, but the rules herein prescribed are

equally applicable to a division of the line, or to

two or more brigades.

Posts of the general-in-chief, of the major-gen
erals and brigadier-generals, in line ana in

column.

4. In line of battle the general (that is the

particular general-in-chief) will have no fixed

position ; he will go wherever he may judge his

presence necessary.

5. In column, he will hold himself habitually
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at its head, in order to direct it according to his

views.

6. In the evolutions, he will place himself at

the point whence he can best direct the general

execution of the movement.

7. In all cases the general may repair wherever

he may judge his presence necessary, taking care

to leave in his habitual position the next in com

mand, or the chief of his staff, charged with the

execution of his orders.

8. In line of battle, major-generals (generals

of division) will place themselves at about one

hundred and ten paces in rear of the centres of

their divisions.

9. In column they will hold themselves on the

directing flank, abreast with the centres of their

divisions, and at sixty paces from the guides.

10. Brigadier-generals (generals of brigade)

will place themselves as prescribed in the E. B.,

Nos. 3 and 4.

11. Major-generals, will look to the exact and

regular execution and transmission of all signals

or notifications from the general, and commands

or instructions given by themselves pursuant

thereto ; accordingly, they may repair wherever

they may judge their presence necessary, within

the extent of their divisions.

12. Brigadier-generals will look to the exact

and regular execution of all signals, notifications,

or commands coming from their major-generals,

and to all commands given by themselves pursu

ant thereto ; accordingly, they may repair wher

ever they may deem their presence necessary,

within the extent of their brigades.

vol. m.—li
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General rules for commands.

13. In corps cParmie, the evolutions and move

ments will be executed by means of signals,

bugle sounds, and commands.

14. When the general shall wish a movement

to be executed, he will send staff officers to no

tify the generals of division of the nature of the

movement, or, he may make use of telegraphio

signals to the same end. Each major-general

will, then, by staff officers, immediately notify

the brigadier-generals of his command of the

movement to be made.

15. The general will then cause the attention

to be sounded, which will be briskly repeated by

the buglers of the major-generals, and, at which

the generals of brigade will each immediately

give by word of mouth the general commands

relating to the manoeuvre, and applicable to hi*

brigade.

16. The final command, or that which deter

mines the execution of the general movement,

will always be given by the general, who to that

end will cause the signal of execution to be

sounded, which signal will be briskly repeated

by the bugles of the major-generals.

17. The command of execution, signified by

the sound, will be immediately given by the

generals of brigade, and briskly repeated by the

colonels, and, if necessary, by the lieutenant-colo

nels and majors, as prescribed in the E. B., No.

12.

18. In case the generals of division or brigade

have not been notified of a movement previou*
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to the signal of attention, the signal of execution

which follows, will indicate that the command

is to advance to the front, in the then order of

formation. The generals of brigade will give

the preparatory command for forward, immedi

ately after the signal of attention, and at th«

signal of execution, they will command march.

19. If during the march the general should

wish to halt his command without having previ

ously notified the generals of division, he will

cause the signal of execution only, to be sounded,,

at which the generals of brigade will immedi

ately halt their brigades. This rule is general.

20. When a line has to execute a central

movement, the general will repair to the posi

tion which he may have selected as the point

d'appui, and inform the generals of division of

the manoeuvre, as prescribed No. 14.

21. In column, commands will be extended by

repetition, according to the same principles.

22. As often as a line breaks into several

columns, the senior general officer, or colonel,

in each, will discharge the duties attributed

above to the general, or general-in-chief; but

oommands will not be given by signals or bugle

sound, unless the column consists of more than,

one brigad».
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PAET FIRST.

Article I.

To open and to close rank*.

Aetjcle II.

Loading at will and the firings.

Aeticle III.

To cause the line to rest.

23, The general wishing the movements pre

scribed by the above articles to be executed,

will cause the generals of division to be informed

of his intention, who will, in turn, notify their

generals of brigade. The general will then cause

the signal of attention to be sounded, at which,

each general of brigade will give the prepara

tory commands appropriate for the movement,

as prescribed in the E. B.

24. The general will then cause the signal of

execution to be sounded, when the generals of

brigade will give the command which the signal

indicates, and cause it to be executed as pre

scribed in the E. B.

«
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PART SECOND.

DIFFERENT MODES OF PASSING FROM

THE ORDER IN BATTLE TO THE ORDER

IN COLUMN.

Aeticlk I.

To break to the front, to the right or left into
column.

25. The movements prescribed by the above-

named article, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.

26. In breaking to the right (or left), to march

to the left (or right), each general of brigade

after the leading one, will take care to move his

brigade, so that there shall be between the lead

ing subdivision of his headmost battalion, and

the rearmost subdivision in the preceding bri

gade, the distance of a subdivision and one hun

dred and fifty paces, in case the battery of his

brigade moves in its rear.

27. When the column is at full distance, andi

the brigade batteries move within the columns

of their respective brigades, in rear of the lead

ing or three leading battalions, the distance be

tween the leading subdivision of one brigade,

and the rearmost subdivision of the one prece

ding, will be the length of a subdivision, and fifty

paces if the column be formed by company, and a

subdivision and ninety paces if the column be

by division.

28. These distances in column between the

14*
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brigades, will result from the leading or three

leading battalions, having moved forward to

admit the battery, as prescribed in the E. B.,

JTo. 216.
m

Aetiole II.

To break to the rear by the right or left into
column.

29. The line will be broken to the rear, ac

cording to the principles indicated Nos. 23 and

24.

Aetiole III.

To ploy the line into column or in mass.

30. The general wishing to ploy the line, will

eause the movement to be executed by the com

mands and means prescribed Nos. 23 and 24.

Each general of brigade, at the signal of atten

tion, will give the necessary preparatory com

mands for ploying in a proper manner his bri

gade Ss if by itself.

31. At the signal of execution, the ployments

in each brigade will commence, and be executed

simultaneously, and as soon as each brigadier has

finished the ployment of his brigade, he will

conduct it by the shortest route to its proper

position in the general column.

32. To this end, those brigade columns whose

places in the general column are in rear of the

brigade of formation, may respectively be faced

by the rear rank before commencing the march

for positions in that column.
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33. If the brigade batteries are not in their

respective columns, the distance between the

leading subdivision of one brigade, and the

rearmost subdivision of the brigade just in front

of it, will be one hundred and fifty paces, whether

the column be by company, or division, at half

distance, or closed in mass.

34. If, however, the batteries are in the col

umns, the distance between the leading subdi

vision of one brigade, and the rearmost subdi

vision of the preceding brigade will be fifty

paces, if the column is by company, and ninety

paces, if the column is by division, and this,

whether the column be at half distance, or closed

in mass.

35. The major-generals will send staff officers

in time, to mark the distance which should sep

arate the brigades of their divisions when in

column.

PART THIRD.

Aetiole I.

To march in column at full distance.

Aetiole II.

Column in route.

Aetiole III.

To change direction in column at full distance.
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Aeticle IV.

To halt the column and to align it.

36. The movements prescribed in the above-

named articles, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.

87. If in column in route, the pieces of the

batteries are not able, owing to the narrowness

of the way, to march four abreast, the distance

heretofore prescribed between brigades in column

at full distance, will not be sufficient for the bat

tery. A proper interval, however, for each bat

tery must be obtained, and when the cadenced

step is resumed, each battery will form as pre

scribed in the E B., No. 215, and the brigades

will close up to their proper distances as pre

scribed No. 26.

Aeticle V.

To olose to half distance or in mass.

Id To close the column on the leading subdivision.

2d. To close the column on the rearmost subdivision.

3d. To close the column on an interior brigade.

38. These movements will be executed ac

cording to the principles prescribed in the E. £.,

and by the means indicated Nos. 23 and 24. The

proper distances to be taken between brigades,

are prescribed Nos. 83 and 34.

39. If necessary, the generals of brigade at

the signal of attention, will with reference to
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their batteries, conform to what is prescribed in

the E. R, No. 145.

Aeticle VI.

To march In column at half distance, or olosed in
mass.

Aeticle VII.

To change direction in column at half distance.

Aeticlk VIII.

To change direction in column closed in mass.

1st In marching.

2d. From a halt.

40. The movements prescribed by the above-

named articles, will be executed according to

the principles indicated Nos. 28 and 24.

41. In changing direction from a halt, each

brigade after the leading one, will change direc

tion by wheeling by its head out of the general

column, and by being conducted by its brigadier-

general to its new position in column.

Aeticle IX.

Being in column at half distance, or closed in
mass, to take distances.

1st To take distances by the head of the coiwrrm.
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2d. To take distances on the rear of the column.

3d. To take distances on the head of the column,

ith. To take distances on an interior column.

42. The movements prescribed by the above-

named articles, will be executed according to

the principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.

43. Prior to executing either of these move

ments however, the general will cause what

is prescribed in the M. B., No. 198, to be exe

cuted by each brigade of the column. After the

distances are taken, the batteries will be ordered

into the column by their respective generals of

brigade, the colonels of the battalions having had

care to leave for the batteries the proper in

tervals.

Aeticle X.

Countermarch.

Aeticle XL

Being in columnby company, to form divisions.

44. The movements prescribed by the above-

named articles, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.
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PAET POUETH.

DIFFERENT MODES OF PASSING FROM

THE ORDERIN COLUMN TO THEORDER

IN BATTLE.

Aetiole I.

Manner of determining the line of battle.

45. The different modes of determining the line

of battle have been explained in the E. B.

Aetiole II.

Mode of passing from column at full distance into
line of battle.

To the left (or right) into line of tattle.

Aetiole HI.

Different modes of passing from column at half
distance into line of battle.

1. To the left (or right), "j

4. Faced to the rear, J

Aetiole IV.

Column closed in mass forward into line of battle.
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Aeticle V.

Formation into line of battle composed of two
movement*.

46. All the movements prescribed by the above-

named articles will be executed according to the

principles prescribed in the K B., and by the

means indicated Nos. 23-4, the general having

first determined the line of battle.

47. In the formation forward, or faced to the

rear into line of battle, each brigade, other than

the one of formation, will break by its head from

the general column, and be conducted so that its

leading battalion shall occupy its proper place in

line. The brigadier-general will then deploy his

brigade on the line as required.

48. In the successive formations in line, the

general will send a staff officer to mark the point

where the flank of each brigade which is nearest

the one of formation ought to rest. This rule it

general, whether the battalions are to be deployed

or remain in mass,

REMARKS ON THE FORMATION IN LINE.

49. Habitually, the brigades will be formed on

the line of battle in their proper order, viz. : first,

second, third, fourth, fifth, Ac., &c.

50. If, however, the general should deem it

expedient to form line at once on the head of the

column, and at the same time it is necessary to

prolong the line both to the right and left, he

may direct the brigades to be formed to the right
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and left of the point d'appui, without regard to

the order of their numbers.

51. In this case, the brigades composing the

divisions of the line being separated, the major-

generals will be assigned commands temporarily

by the general.

Aetiole VI.

COLUMITB CLOSED IK MASS.

Deployment by battalion in znais.

52. A column in mass, whatever the number

of brigades, may be formed into line of battle by

deployment.

1st. Faced to the front.

2d. Faced to the rear.

3d. Faced to the left.

4Ah. Faced to the right.

5th. Oblique to thefront, or rear.

53. Thegeneral having determined the line of

battle, the movements prescribed in the above-

named article will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23-4.

54. In the formationsfaced to thefront or rear,

each brigade, other than the one of formation,

will break from the general column, as prescribed

No. 47, and when the leading battalion has ar

rived on the line, the brigadier-general will com

plete its deployment.

55. In a line of battalions in mass, the distances

between the brigades will habitually, in presence

of the enemy, be such as to afford space for each

brigade to deploy its masses, and to leave th»

vol. nt—15
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distance of one hundred and fifty paces between

the flanks of the brigades.

56. If the line of masses constitute a part of

the reserve, or other circumstances should render

it expedient, the distances in line between the

brigades can be reduced to fifty paces.

Movements which may be executed by a line of
battalions in mass.

1st. To advance in line.

24 To halt the line marching in advance, and to

align it.

3d. The line marching in advance, to cause it to change

direction.

ith. To march the line in retreat.

5th. To change direction of the line marching in re

treat.

6th. To break the line formed by battalion in mast

into cohmn.

1th. To ploy the line of masses into column.

8ih. To take deploying intervals from a line formed

by battalion in mass.

57. The movements above prescribed, will be

executed according to the principles indicated

Nos. 23 and 24.

58. In ploying a line of masses into column,

each brigade will ploy as if by itself, and it will

then be conducted into the general column aa

indicated No. 31.

REMARKS ON INVERSION.

59. The principles prescribed in the E. JS.,
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No. 426 and following, for breaking or ploying

into colnmn a single brigade, are applicable to a

line of many brigades.

PART FIFTH.

Aeticle L

To advance in line of battle deployed.

Aeticle II.

To halt the line and to align it.

Aeticle III.

Change of direction, marohing in line of battle.

Aeticle IV.

To retreat in line of battle.

Aeticle V.

To halt the line marching in retreat, and to
align it.

Aeticle VI.

Change of direction marching in retreat
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Aeticle VII.

March in line of battle of a line of brigades
formed in battalion columns.

1st. To cause the line of columns to advance.

2d. To halt the line of columns and to deploy it.

3d. Tlie line of columns marching in advance, to caust

it to change direction.

ilh. To cause line of columns to march in retreat.

5th. To halt the line of columns marching in retreat

and to align it.

6th. The line of columns marching in retreat, to cause

it to change direction.

1th. To close the intervals of a line of columns.

Aeticle VIII.

March in line of battle by the flank of com
panies.

Aeticle IX.

March in line of battle formed in division
columns.

60. The movements prescribed in the above-

named articles, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Kos. 28 and 24.

61. In the alignment of deployed lines, the

brigadier-general of that brigade on which the

alignment is made, will not order his colors to

their posts until the alignment is completed. The

general will cause him to be notified of this fact.
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62. In closing intervals, the general will cause

the major-generals to be notified of the distance

which should separate the brigades.

Aeticle X.

To pass the defile in front.

Aeticle XI.

To pass the defile in rear.

63. The movements prescribed by the above-

named articles, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.

64. In passing to the front, should the defile

be opposite the interval between two brigades,

all the subdivisions will wheel to the left or right,

whether by platoon or company.

Aeticle XII.

Changes of front.

Perpendicular changes of front.

1st. Changes offrontforward.

2d. Changes offront to the rear.

3d. Central changes of front.

Oblique changes of front.

16*
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Aeticle XIII.

ORDER IN ECHELON.

Direct echelons in advancing,

Direct echelons in retreat.

Oblique echelons.

Aeticle xrv.

To retreat by alternate battalions.

To re-form the line.

Aeticle XV.

Passage of line.

Aeticle XVI.

Dispositions against cavalry.

Oblique squares.

To re-form the line.

65. The movements prescribed in the above-

named articles, will be executed according to the

principles indicated Nos. 23 and 24.

66. In retreating by alternate battalions, or in

the passage of lines, the general of each line

will cause the signal of execution to be sounded

for the movement of his line.

67. In the passage of lines, if the general

should not wish to pass the whole line at once,
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it will be executed by the second line of each

brigade passing one at a time.

REMARKS ON THE FORMATION OF THE INFANTRY

OF THE RESERVE.

68. When in line, the infantry of the reserve

shouldmost generally be drawn up in close order,

with the interval of twenty-two paces between

the battalions in mass. In column, the distance

between the brigades may be reduced to fifty

paces.

Constitution of the reserve.

69. In a corps d'armee, the artillery of the re

serve should be equal to one half the artillery of

the line of battle.

70. The infantry of the reserve will be such

part of the whole body as the general may think

expedient, generally, however, it will be one-

third.

71. The reserve will be under the especial di

rection of the general-in-chief.

72. The special corps including sappers, min

ers, pontoniers, &c, will be attached to the re

serves, unless their services are otherwise needed.

73- The general may mass the whole or a

portion of the brigade batteries, and cavalry

forces, at one or several points on the field, as

the state of the action, or his own judgment may

suggest.

FINIS.
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" G. B. McClellam, Major-GeneraL 0. 9. A."

Standing Orders of the Seventh Regi

ment, National Guard, For the Regulation

and Government of the Regiment in the Field or in Quar

ters, By A, Dueyek, Colonel. New edition, flexible cloth.

$0 40
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"This, which la a new edition of a popular work, cannot fall

to be eagerly sought after, as presenting clearly and succinctly

the principles of organization and discipline of a most favorite

corps. An appropriate index facilitates reference to the matter

of the volume,"—New Yorker.

Benet's Military Law. A Treatise on Mili

tary Law and the Practice of Courts-Martial. By Captain S. Y.

Binet, Ordnance Department U. S. A., lato Assistant Pro

fessor of Ethics, Law, Ac., Military Academy, West Point.

1 vol. 8vo. Law sheep $3 00

u Captain Benet presents the army with a complete compila

tion of the precedents and decisions of rare value which have

accumulated since the creation of the office of Judge Advocate,

thoroughly digested and judiciously arranged, with an index of

the most minute accuracy. Military Law and Courts-Martial

are treated from the composition of the latter to the finding and

sentence, with the revision and execution of the same, all set

forth in a clear, exhaustive style that is a cardinal excellence in

every work of legal reference. That portion of the work de

voted to- evidence is especially good. In fact, the whole per

formance entitles the author to the thanks of the entire army,

not a leading officer of which should fail to supply himself at

once with so serviceable a guide to the intricacies of legal

military government."—A7". Y. Times.

Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery.—A

Course of Instruction In Ordnance and Gunnery. Compiled

for the Use of. the Cadets of the United States Military

Academy. By Captain J. G. Benton, Ordnance Depart

ment U. S. A., late Instructor of Ordnance and the Science
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of Gunnery, U. S. Military Academy, West Point Second

edition, revised and enlarged. 1 vol. 8vo, half morocco, |4 00

"A Geeat Military Work.—We have before us a bound

volume of nearly six hundred pages, which is a complete and

exhaustive "Course of Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery," as

Its title states, and goes into every department of the science,

including gunpowder, projectiles, cannon, carriages, machines,

and implements, small arms, pyrotechny, science of gunnery,

loading, pointing, and discharging fire-arms, different kinds of

fires, effects of projectiles and employment of artillery. These

severally form chapter heads and give thorough information on

the subjects on which they treat The most valuable and in

teresting information on all the above topics, including the his

tory, manufacture and use of small arms, is here concentrated

In compact and convenient form, making a work of rare merit

and standard excellence. The work is abundantly and clearly

illustrated"—Boston Traveller.

American Military Bridges, With India

Rubber and Galvanized Iron Pontons and Trestle Support

ers, prepared for the use of the Armies of the United States.

By Brig.-Gen. Geo. W. Cuxltjm, Major Corps of Engineers

IT. S. A., Chief of the Staff of Maj.-Gencral Ilalleck. Second

edition, with notes and two additional chapters. 1 vol, Svo.

With plates. In press.

The "C. S. A." and the Battle of Bull

Run. (A Letter to an English Friend.) By

J. G. Barnard, Major of Engineers, TJ. 8. A., Brig.-General

and ChiefEngineer, Army of the Potomac. With five maps,

lvol. 8m Cloth $1 50
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"This book was begun by the author *a a-letter to a friend ia

England, but as he proceeded and his MSS. increased in mag

nitude, he changed his original plan, and the book is the resnlt

General Barnard gives by far the best, most comprehensible,

and complete account of the Battle of Bull Bun we have seen.

It is illustrated by some beautifully drawn maps, prepared for

the War Department by the topographical engineers. He

demonstrates to a certainty that but for the causeless panic

the day might not have been lost. The author writes with

vigor and earnestness, and has contributed one of the most

valuable records yet published of the history of the war."—

Boston Commercial Bulletin.

Monroe's Light Infantry, Company,

and Skirmish Drill. The Company Drill of

the Infantry of the Line, together withthe Skirmishing Drill

of the Company and Battalion after the method of General

Lr Lottterel. And Bayonet Fencing ; with a Supplement

on the Handling and Service of Light Infantry. By J.

Monroe, Colonel 22d "Regiment, IT. G., N. T. S, M., for

merly Captain U. S. Infantry. 1 vol. 24mo. Cloth. .... $0 50

Any of the Books on this list will be sent by mail,

post paid, on receipt of the price named,
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